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ABSTRACT

Examining the Relationship between Physical Models and Students’ Science Practices

Alison Riley Miller
Scientists engage with practices like model development and use, data analysis and
interpretation, explanation construction, and argumentation in order to expand the frontiers of
science, so it can be inferred that students’ engagement with science practices may help them
deepen their own science understanding. As one of three dimensions on which the Next
Generation Science Standards is built, science practices are recognized as an important
component of science instruction. However, the contexts in which these practices happen are
under-researched. Furthermore, research on science practices among students tends to focus on
one or two practices in isolation when, in reality, students and scientists tend to engage with
multiple overlapping practices.
This study focused on identifying and characterizing multiple science practices as eighth
and ninth-grade Earth Science students participated in a small group collaborative problem
solving activity both with and without the use of a physical model. This study found a range of
sophistication in the observed science practices as well as a relationship between the frequency
of those practices and the accuracy of the groups’ outcomes. Based on this relationship, groups
were assigned to one of three categories. Further analysis revealed that model use varied among
the three categories of groups. Comparisons across these three group categories suggest that
there may be a bootstrapping relationship between students’ engagement with science practices
and the development of their content understanding. This metaphor of bootstrapping is used to
represent how students may develop deeper science content understanding through engagement

with science practices and concurrently develop greater facility with science practices as they
learn science content.
Implications are presented for curriculum designers, teachers and teacher educators.
These include recommendations for curriculum design that encourage structured opportunities
for small group engagement with science practices as well as recommendations for assessment of
students’ reasoning while they engage with science practices within small group collaborative
contexts.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Rationale for this Study
The release of the National Research Council’s Framework for K-12 Science Education
(Framework) in 2012 and the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) in April of 2013
marked a shift in the dialogue around science education reform. The Framework asserts that
science is more than a body of knowledge about the world, but that it is also “a set of practices
used to establish, extend, and refine that knowledge” (NRC, 2012, p. 26). Bybee and Van Scotter
assert that as students model how scientists work they develop a better understanding of the
process of scientific inquiry (2007). It is through engagement with practices that scientists
develop new understanding, so it can be inferred that science practices are also important to
advancing students’ understanding of science.
Practices of science constitute one of the three dimensions on which the Framework and
the NGSS are built. Although enactments of science practices among students have been studied
(Berland & McNeill, 2010; Grosslight, Unger, Jay & Smith, 1991; Harrison & Treagust, 2000;
Lehrer & Schauble, 2006; Schwarz, et al., 2009), less is known about the contexts in which they
are observed and how best to facilitate development and enactment of practices among science
students. To effectively foster science practices, we must determine what and how contextual
factors influence the enactment and sophistication of these practices. Moreover, we need to
better understand how engagement with science practices is related to students’ engagement with
science content. This study endeavors to further our understanding of what science practices look
like among middle school students even in nascent form and to explore the contexts in which
enactments of practice occur.
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Science is inherently collaborative and social, so it is important to study science practices
in collaborative environments like those where students work in groups to collaborate over a
shared task. The theoretical lens of distributed cognition supports a holistic analysis of
individuals as part of a cognitive system and provides insight into ways of assessing how
understanding is achieved in collaborative environments (Pea, 1993). The use of physical models
during a shared collaborative activity has the potential to increase both the extent and quality of
the physical distribution of cognition across participants and objects (Perkins, 1993) while
providing a background or anchor (Xu & Clarke, 2012) against which students can articulate
their ideas and engage in collective sense-making (Roth, 1999). The synthesis of tool use and
peer interaction in this context may result in more robust distribution of cognition which is
essential to knowledge construction (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; Driver et al., 1994).
Examining student interactions around physical models during a collaborative problem
solving activity through the lens of distributed cognition has significant implications for the
design of learning contexts to support students’ development and enactment of science practices.
Osborne (2011) argues that engaging in science practices like argumentation “provides students
with a window into what scientists do, and the teacher with a window into student thinking” (p.
94) by externalizing the reasoning process that would otherwise be internal (see Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1
Distributed cognition perspective on student outcomes and opportunities for assessment during problem
solving with a physical model.
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Figure 1.1 illustrates how individual students might interact with their peers and with
cognitive tools like physical models and other two-dimensional representations during a
collaborative problem solving activity. The result is that students articulate their reasoning,
allowing teachers opportunities to assess both their understanding of science content as well as
their engagement with science practices as they reason aloud together.
There is a limited amount of literature investigating what specific science practices look
like among students (Berland & McNeill, 2010; Grosslight et al, 1991; Harrison & Treagust,
2000; Lehrer & Schauble, 2006; Schwarz et al., 2009); further, very little research has been done
with regard to overlapping science practices and the contexts in which these practices are
enacted. While problem solving, students are not likely to engage in discrete, isolated practices;
rather, they are likely to engage in overlapping practices as they reason towards a solution.
Furthermore, there is a dearth of research around the relationship between students’ use of
physical models and their engagement with a variety of science practices. It is possible that the
3

use of physical models and other cognitive tools may facilitate students’ engagement with
practices and support their reasoning. Such research is needed in order to inform teachers and
curriculum developers about ways to facilitate and develop students’ engagement with and
learning around science practices.

Research Questions
In order to address the gap in the literature around the contexts for students’ engagement
with science practices, my research focuses on identifying and describing the science practices
observed among small groups of middle school students while they work with three dimensional
physical models in the context of a shared collaborative Earth Science problem solving activity.
The group activity is designed to foster and make visible the social interaction around the
physical model and other two-dimensional representations (Latour, 1990) and to encourage
students to articulate their reasoning as they seek consensus around the problem at hand.
This study addresses the following questions: (1) What do science practices look like
when enacted by small groups of students engaged in a collaborative problem solving activity?
(2) How are the quality and extent of observed practices related to the quality of the group’s
outcome? And (3) In what ways do student groups use the physical model while engaging with
science practices during a shared collaborative activity? To address these questions, groups of
three students engaged with a set of six problems around topics of moon phases and seasons both
with (3 problems) and without (3 problems) the use of a physical model. Their interactions with
each other and with the model were analyzed through the lens of distributed cognition theory in
an effort to illuminate what happens when cognition is “stretched over mind, body, activity and
culturally organized settings” (Lave, 1988, p.1). The researcher identified and described the
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science practices that were observed during students’ engagement with the collaborative problem
solving activity both with and without the use of a physical model, attending to the range of
observed science practices as well as to the quality of those practices (in terms of peer
interaction and tool use) and the accuracy of their reasoning and resulting answers.

Significance
This study explores the relationship between students’ interactions around physical
models and the nature of science practices that were observed, with the goal of informing
curriculum developers, teachers, and teacher educators about identifying, facilitating and
assessing science practices during small group problem solving. As one of the three dimensions
on which the NGSS are built, it is important that curriculum developers produce instructional
supports and that teachers and teacher educators understand how to foster students’ engagement
with science practices in the classroom. Moreover, students’ engagement with practices in a
socially collaborative environment provides teachers with additional opportunities for
assessment. When students engage in collaborative problem solving around a model, teachers are
afforded the opportunity to assess not just the product of their reasoning (i.e. their answer to the
problem), but the process of that reasoning which is made explicit (Osborne, 2011).
Additionally, literature around the development of science identity asserts that
opportunities for engagement with authentic science practices and discourse are constructive to
students’ abilities to “see themselves” as part of a scientific community (Barab & Hay, 2001;
Brown, 2004; Tan & Barton, 2007). This is particularly important among students of color in
urban school districts who have traditionally been alienated from the science community.
Findings from this study may inform teachers and curriculum developers about the conditions
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under which students have opportunities to engage with authentic practices of science. The
nature of shared collaborative tasks provides students with the opportunity to take on the role of
the scientist: questioning, using models, and constructing explanations for phenomena. By
providing teachers, teacher educators, and curriculum developers with information about the
contexts in which science practices are observed, findings from this study can be used to support
students’ engagement with science practices as a vehicle for deeper understanding of both
conceptual and procedural knowledge of science while providing a means for those students to
develop stronger science identities.

Organization of the chapters
Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature. This review begins with an examination of
distributed cognition theory as it relates to learning. It includes a discussion of models as they
relate to the science practice of model use and development and then provides an overview of the
literature around science practices as they are defined in the Framework and the NGSS. Finally,
the literature review concludes with a discussion of the relationship between distributed
cognition and science practices during a shared collaborative activity. Chapter 3 describes the
methods of analysis. In particular, stage 1 analysis, includes codes for science practices, peer
interaction, and cognitive tool use, and an assessment of both the quality of science practices
observed and the quality of the groups’ outcomes, and stage 2 analysis, aligns with the research
questions and involves both characterizing the range of science practices observed and
categorizing and then characterizing groups in terms of their engagement with practices, quality
of their outcomes, and interaction with the physical models. Chapter 4 describes the resulting
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findings of the study. Chapter 5 discusses the implications of this work for both theory and
practice, outlines the limitations of this research, and points to new directions for future research.
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Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
The literature review focuses on three areas related to the research questions guiding this
study. It begins with an examination of the theory of distributed cognition as it relates to the
process of students collaboratively engaging with each other and with tools such as physical
models in order to solve problems. It then provides an overview of research related to the use of
physical models and other representations in science education. Finally, it includes a discussion
of research around science practices within the context of science education, paying particular
attention to using and developing models as a central practice. The argument is made that this
engagement with both peers and cognitive tools, such as physical models, provides the
foundation for students’ enactment of a variety of science practices.

Figure 2.1
Theoretical Framework for this Study

DISTRIBUTED
COGNITION

SCIENCE
PRACTICES

MODELS

The literature around science practices and distributed cognition provides a framework for exploring
students’ science practices during small group problem solving with a model.

Distributed cognition perspective on science learning
Originally developed by Ed Hutchins (1985), the theory of distributed cognition was first
proposed as a possible answer to the question of where cognition lies. In Cognition in the Wild,
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Hutchins describes an intricate system of near-shore navigation in which multiple individuals use
a variety of navigational tools to perform pieces of the task that is, as a whole, plotting the course
of a navy ship. In this example, Hutchins explicates a task that involves multiple individuals
operating synchronously without any one individual holding all of the cognition within his head.
This approach to cognition is informed by the cultural-historical school of psychology including
contributions by Vygotsky, Leont’ev, and Luria (Greenburg & Dickelman, 2000). Increased
emphasis on constructivist theory in education over the past two decades has prompted a
resurgence of interest in the idea of cognition as distributed (Greenburg & Dickelman, 2000).
This renewed interest stems from the social constructivist view that knowledge is constructed by
individuals through their experiences and interaction with others. One question that remains
controversial within the cognitive science community is how or to what extent cognition is
distributed.
Cognitive researchers including Cole and Engstrom (1993) and Lave (1988) take the
position that all cognition is situated and distributed, a stance that Salomon refers to as
“situational determinism” (1993, p.133). Magnus (2007) takes a more moderate approach to the
distribution of cognition. While explicitly relating distributed cognition to the practices of
science, Magnus (2007) argues that a system can only be described as distributed cognition if it
is performing a function. He uses the example of a three digit multiplication problem (364 x
927), noting that one can use a series of algorithms to break the problem down into single
multiplication and simple addition (i.e., multiply 364 x 9, record the answer, then multiply 364 x
2 and record the answer offset by one, and so on). While in principle these algorithms could be
completed in a person’s head, it can be argued that distributed cognition occurs at the point of
implementation, with a cognitive system including the individual, a pencil, and paper (Giere,
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2002; Magnus 2007). Simply put, Magnus identifies distributed cognition when: “(1) the task is
such that it would be considered cognition if it were carried out entirely in a single mind or brain;
and (2) the process by which the task is carried out is not enclosed within the boundary of a
single organism” (p. 300). In this way, both Hutchins’s navigation system and the three-digit
multiplication example can be said to be distributed.
The more moderate approach to the distribution of human cognition accounts for both
cognition within the individual and as part of a distributed system. Roy Pea argues this more
moderate perspective when he states that, “Intelligence is not a quality of the mind alone, but a
product of the relation between mental structures and the tools of the intellect provided by
culture” (1985). This view holds that some cognition may be held as symbolic representations
within the individual while other cognition is distributed (Giere, 2002; Nersessian, 2009; Pea,
1993; Perkins, 1993; Salomon, 1993). Xu and Clark (2012) elaborate on this idea, noting that
distributed cognition theory does not deny the existence of internal mental processes or
representations; rather, it suggests that changes in those representations result from interaction
with other individuals and materials. For example, Perkins argues that “higher-order
knowledge,” which he defines as “discipline appropriate problem solving strategies and patterns
of justification, explanation, and inquiry,” should find their locus within the individual,
remaining continually accessible, and not buried within the environment or surround (1993,
p.101). By this logic, a student using a contour map to determine the direction of flow for a
particular river may initially discuss the clues given in that representation (e.g. contour lines)
with her peers, and they may reference multiple maps and map keys before they come to a
consensus that the river flows southeast. When given a second contour map, that same student,
individually, will likely be able to determine the direction of flow of the new river by evaluating
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the contours and comparing those with what she already knows about contour lines and direction
of flow. It is not necessary, in the second instance, for her to rely on the same distribution of
cognition (discussion with peers, analysis of multiple maps and map keys) because she can hold
key pieces of information (e.g. the relationship between direction of flow and the shape of
contour lines) internally, making the cognitive process she uses with the second map more
individual than her first interaction with the map and with her peers. This increase in proficiency
as she approaches the second map is what Salomon refers to as “cognitive residues” (1993, p.
124) from participation in a cognitive system which may be an indication of learning.
The combination of knowledge within the individual and all of the resources or
affordances of the environment, including tools or artifacts, and other individuals, is what
Perkins refers to as a “person–plus unit of analysis” (1993, p.89). In this unit of analysis for a
cognitive system, an individual uses her own knowledge and skills in combination with the tools
or artifacts available to her and the resources of her peers to address the question or problem at
hand. This holistic approach to cognition does not seek to tease apart individual cognition from
the resources supplied by peers and by the environment. Rather, it acknowledges a view that
distributed cognition involves ongoing interplay among these individual, physical, and social
dimensions (Giere, 2002; Nersessian, 2009; Pea, 1993; Perkins, 1993; Salomon, 1993; Xu and
Clark, 2012).
Despite debate among cognitive scientists about where cognition takes place, ultimately,
the focus of distributed cognition is not so much about locus as about function (Magnus, 2007;
Perkins, 1993; Salomon, 1993). Locus refers to where cognition takes place whereas function
refers to how cognition is distributed at the level of implementation. Distributed cognition theory
shifts the focus from the locus of cognition to the process by which that cognition is
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implemented. For example, using this frame, collaborative group problem solving can be
analyzed around the use or lack of use of available tools as well as around the nature of the
discussion among group members over those tools. In this way, it can be argued that distributed
cognition provides a lens to study learning processes by observing how students interact with
one another and with tools and by analyzing how shared meanings are constructed during those
interactions (Xu & Clarke, 2012).
Within the context of research on science learning, distributed cognition theory can be
used as an alternative lens to more prevalent theoretical perspectives. Xu and Clarke (2012)
contrast the distributed cognition perspective with the widely utilized conceptual change model.
They assert that distributed cognition challenges a central assumption of the conceptual change
model – that the focus of research is primarily on the individual (Xu & Clark, 2012). They argue
that distributed cognition focuses on the broader cognitive system, including one or more
individuals along with any tools or resources available as part of the activity. Salomon (1993)
breaks distributed cognition into two types: (1) off-loading of cognitive burden onto a tool or
another individual; and (2) shared activity in which individuals engage with one another to work
towards a common purpose, as with group problem solving or developing a model to explain a
particular phenomenon. He argues further that students “reciprocally scaffold their cognitive
activity” in these settings (1993, pp. 132-133). For example, students involved in problem
solving with a physical model can distribute the cognitive load over the model and each other.
The resultant reasoning is a shared activity in which all students in the group are participants,
and that collective reasoning around a tool is likely to be more sophisticated than the reasoning
process of any one individual in isolation (Magnus, 2007; Nardi, 1998).
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Articulation over materials. One of the key elements in a distributed cognitive system
is social interaction, and a salient component of this involves the nature of articulation over
materials. Materials refer to models and other tangible inscriptions (Latour, 1990), defined by
Roth and McGinn (1998) as external material representations (i.e. graphs, diagrams, etc.), that
scientists and students talk about. However, models and inscriptions can also function as a
shared background for both verbal and nonverbal sense-making among students in group settings
(Roth & McGinn, 1998). This shared background for student communication is an important
aspect of the social distribution of cognition in that, in a small group setting, students are more
likely to express their understandings of relevant concepts through both verbal and nonverbal
means. (Roth & McGinn, 1998).
These understandings of relevant concepts may be held as mental models, which are
internal representations that individuals construct in order to reason around a problem (JohnsonLaird, 1989). These models can be expressed in multiple ways, including verbally, through
written inscription such as text or pictures, or through the use of iconic gestures (Clement &
Steinberg, 2002), which are structurally similar to the referent phenomenon. In this way,
gestured models, like physical models and inscriptions, can be used to communicate within a
group about referent phenomena (i.e. the real-world process or entity) (Kastens, Agrawal, &
Liben, 2008; Roth & Welzel, 2000). Roth and Welzel posit that students use gestures to express
understanding of scientific concepts even in the absence of accurate scientific language. In group
contexts, gestures lower individual cognitive load, allowing for more complex explanations
before students have mastered discourse around the concepts at hand (Roth, 1999; Roth &
Welzel, 2000). As a result, the use of gestures in concert with models and inscriptions function to
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scaffold the development of key practices related to scientific discourse like explanation
construction and argumentation (Roth, 1999; Roth & McGinn, 1998).
By anchoring discourse in something concrete, models and inscriptions facilitate the flow
of information and skills among participants in collaborative settings. Additionally, these
materials provide a common point of reference for otherwise ambiguous indexical references
(i.e. “this”, “it”, “that way”) (Roth & McGinn, 1998). For example, a student describing the Sun,
Earth, Moon system verbally to his peers may state that “it goes this way” and gesture a circular
motion. The ambiguity of “it” and “this way” are clarified when, in the presence of a physical
model, that student picks up the Moon-ball and moves it in a counterclockwise motion around
the Earth-ball while uttering “it goes this way.” The use of a dynamic model provides
participants in this collaborative setting with a focal element to talk about and with a material
representation against which their gestures become salient (Roth, 1999). The model serves not
only as a tool with which to reason, but also as what Roth and McGinn refer to as a boundary
object (1998) over which participants can coordinate their actions and negotiate initially different
understandings of the relevant concepts. Roth and McGinn (1998) argue that students’
participation in group activities around boundary objects like physical models “allows practices
to be acquired through mutual observation, emulation and correction in shared situations” (p.
51).
Models
While models are frequently used for explanation and demonstration purposes, the
affordances of three dimensional physical models as boundary objects and as tools for learning
allow for more substantial reasoning (Rivet & Kastens, 2012). Models, like inscriptions, can be
used to facilitate articulation, a metacognitive skill which underlies the scientific practice of
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argumentation, by providing an externalized representation over which discourse and sensemaking can take place (Roth, 1999).
Harrison and Treagust (2000) identify 10 types of models that are subsumed under two
broad categories: analogical models (scale; pedagogical analogical; iconic and symbolic;
mathematical; theoretical; maps, diagrams and tables; concept-process; and simulations) and
personal models (mental; synthetic). Of particular importance to this work is the nature of
analogical models. Analogical models range from concrete to abstract and are simplified or
exaggerated in order to emphasize particular attributes while deemphasizing or omitting others
(Harrison & Treagust, 2000; Lehrer & Schauble, 2006). An example of this might be the use of a
lamp and a basketball to represent the Sun and the Earth respectively. While certain attributes of
the model do not correspond with the real Earth and Sun (e.g., the Earth is not orange; the Sun is
not held up by a stand), the model motion of the basketball moving counterclockwise around the
lamp does correspond to the motion of the Earth’s revolution around the Sun.
Students have a tendency to approach models as replicas of reality, assuming a one-toone correspondence when mapping between the base (source) and the target phenomenon
(Gentner, 1983; Grosslight, Unger, Jay, & Smith, 1991). Studies indicate that mapping
correspondences and noncorrespondences beyond surface similarities is challenging for students
(Grosslight et al, 1991; Lehrer & Schauble, 2006; Rivet & Kastens, 2012). Consequently,
exposure to multiple models around a scientific concept as well as extended experience with
model-based reasoning (i.e. using models as analogs to referent entities or phenomena in order to
reason towards deeper understanding of the entities or phenomena under study) in the classroom
are critical steps towards developing students’ understanding of and fluidity with models as a
practice of science (Harrison & Treagust, 2000; Lehrer & Schauble, 2006).
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As children tend to be literal in their initial approach to models, Lehrer and Schauble
(2006) recommend that physical models are “effective entry points” to modeling practice (p.
374), which includes developing, revising, and using models for reasoning around phenomena
(NRC, 2012). For example, physical models of the Earth, Sun, Moon system can allow students
to investigate questions related to mechanism (e.g., “What causes the changing of the seasons?”
or “Where must the Moon be in relation to the Earth and Sun in order for a person in New York
to observe a third quarter moon phase?”). In their 1991 study of seventh and eleventh graders,
Grosslight et al found that most students seemed to have had limited experiences with models
and that their resulting conceptions about the uses and power of models were relatively naïve. In
response, they recommend that students be given opportunities to engage with models to solve
problems (1991).
Models and grounded cognition. Grounded cognition is a theory related to distributed
cognition that helps illuminate why the physical distribution of cognition over materials like
models is powerful for building understanding. Educators and researchers alike have noted that
what students learn in school is often disconnected from their own real-world experience (Black,
2010). They are unlikely to retrieve such disconnected knowledge in order to transfer it to other
contexts they encounter. Conversely, things that students have real-world experience with seem
to be stored as a more implicit type of understanding (Glenberg et al., 2004). This is what Black
refers to as having a “feel” for something (perceptual simulation) versus “knowing” something in
a more abstract way (symbolic representation) (2010, p.2). For instance, students may learn
formulas in physics and be able to apply those understandings in the context of physics class.
However, those same students are unlikely to apply their understanding of concepts from physics
class when they are learning to drive a car or when riding a roller coaster.
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Black refers to property verification (e.g. retrieving the fact that a turtle has a shell),
which was previously thought to involve a symbolic propositional network, as an example of one
cognitive process that calls traditional cognitive theory into question (2010). In traditional
cognitive theory, property verification involves a series of networks in the mind that connect a
concept node (turtle) to a property node (shell). The time it takes for property verification, it is
hypothesized, depends on the number of network links that have to be searched and the number
of distracters present before one node is connected to another (Black, 2010, p. 3). However,
research in grounded cognition shows that perceptual variables (i.e., characteristics perceived
through the sensorimotor system), like the size of the actual property (i.e. the bigger the property,
the faster it will be retrieved) affect the time that it takes to verify that property (Solomon &
Barsalou, 2004). By this logic, the time that it takes to verify that a turtle has a shell will be faster
than the time that is takes to verify that a turtle has a tail. Perceptual variables are not abstract
bits of knowledge stored in memory, but properties perceived through the sensorimotor system.
The presence of perceptual variables in property verification indicates that the study of cognition
cannot be isolated to the mind alone, but must also take into account interaction with the
environment (Wilson, 2002). This situated view of cognition asserts that “cognitive activity takes
place in a real world environment and it inherently involves perception and action” (Wilson,
2002, p.626). This recognition that cognition is not a product of the mind alone, but a product of
the interplay between the mind and the surrounding environment (including tools, inscriptions,
and other people) is a decidedly distributed perspective on cognition.
This shift toward a theory of grounded cognition is not new. In fact, ancient philosophers
like Epicurus subscribed to views about cognition equivalent to current perspectives around
simulations, which involves modal (composed of sensory information) representations (Black,
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2010). These views are consistent with an evolutionary perspective on cognition. Wilson asserts
that neural activity in our early hominid ancestors was primarily around sensorimotor processing,
and that their cognitive activity was largely focused on “immediate, on-line interaction with the
environment” (2002, p.625). Given that human cognition developed under these conditions,
grounded cognition theory asserts that cognition is not an abstract centralized activity isolated to
the mind (amodal) but rather it is deeply rooted in the types of sensorimotor processing
necessitated by our presence in and interaction with our immediate environment (Wilson, 2002).
Grounded cognition is still largely an under-researched area of the learning sciences, but
it is becoming more prominent in cognitive research literature (Barsalou, 2008). In fact, Wilson
argues that there is growing support within cognitive science for the idea that the mind must be
understood more holistically within the context of its relationship to the body and the body’s
interaction with the external world (2002). Even among more traditional theorists who posit that
knowledge is represented by amodal symbols in semantic memory (an idea rejected by grounded
theorists), there is some movement towards acknowledging that these amodal symbols likely
work together with modal representations to create cognition (Barsalou, 2008). In short, this
grounded theory of cognition asserts that cognitive processes are likely anchored in multiple
ways including simulations, situated action, and bodily states (Barsalou, 2008), making the
distribution of cognition over physical models and other inscriptions during collaborative
activities a powerful framework for learning.
While the research around grounded cognition has not been comprehensive to this point,
there is significant circumstantial evidence suggesting that mental simulation may be integral to
abstract reasoning (Barsalou, 2008). Researchers in human cognition argue that in order to fully
comprehend a concept, individuals must be capable of creating a mental perceptual simulation
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(being able to imagine perceiving something) while reasoning about it (Black, 2010). This
suggests that students studying abstract concepts, such as the mechanism behind what we
observe as phases of the Moon, first need to be able to create a mental simulation of the Earth,
Sun, Moon system before they can reason about that system. Black asserts that the process for
learning in this type of grounded approach involves three steps where individuals must
1) have a perceptually-grounded experience; 2) learn to imagine that perceptually
grounded experience (i.e. create a mental model); and 3) imagine that experience
when learning from symbolic materials. (2010, p.4)
To facilitate such an experience, a teacher might introduce hand-held models of the Earth, Sun,
Moon system and encourage students in small groups to use those models to 1) explicitly map
which objects in the model relate to which components in the Earth, Sun, Moon system; 2) use
that model to demonstrate different positions of the Moon in relation to the Earth and Sun while
imagining (and perhaps illustrating) what the Moon phase would look like as seen from Earth;
and 3) problem solve by imagining the position of the model when shown a picture of a 3rd
quarter or new moon and then select the appropriate arrangement of the Earth, Sun, Moon
system from a set of diagrams.
There has not been much work published around this type of grounded cognition at the
middle and high school levels, but research with elementary school children seems to support the
three steps outlined by Black. Glenberg et al (2004) conducted a study with 35 second grade
students in which the control group read sentences about a farm scenario, a second group
observed the scenario while reading about the farm, and the third group read about the farm
scenario while manipulating model objects related to that scenario (e.g. horse, tractor, barn). In a
series of memory and application tests, the group that read and manipulated model objects
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related to the scenario outperformed both the control group and the group who read and observed
the scenario without physically manipulating it. The researchers concluded that forcing the
readers to index (map) words from the story to physical objects (what they called perceptual
symbols) in the environment created a “facilitatory effect” around comprehension, memory, and
application (Glenberg et al, 2004, p.426). The researchers refer to this process as the Indexical
Hypothesis (2004). By this logic, if students are taught to explicitly map words to the objects
they represent, they are compelled to “index,” thereby strengthening their understanding of those
words. By extension, following this process may help students create stronger analogs between
model objects and the real-world entities or phenomena they represent.
In summary, research in grounded cognition asserts that cognition does not take place in
the mind alone (symbolic representation), but rather it is also informed by our interaction with
our environment. Furthermore, research around memory and application tests related to language
(Glenberg et al., 2004) revealed that students who physically manipulated objects (which the
authors refer to as perceptual symbols) while learning, outperformed their counterparts who did
not manipulate objects. These findings suggest there are potential strengths to manipulation of
physical models during knowledge construction and reasoning.
The role of models in the physical distribution of cognition. Given the evidence
around the apparent power of physical manipulation of model objects on cognitive processes, it
is logical to evaluate physical models in terms of their usefulness as cognitive tools. Cognitive
tools are defined as “devices that support, guide, and extend the thinking processes of their
users” (Derry, 1990). Songer (2007) argues that cognitive tools are designed for a particular
audience with a particular learning goal in mind. Most of the literature around cognitive tools is
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focused on technological applications, but the use of physical models falls within the scope of
both of the previously referenced definitions.
Salomon’s (1993) discussion of the off-loading of cognitive burden onto cognitive tools
as part of a distributed cognitive system, by definition, necessitates that these tools are cognitive
tools (p. 112). Similar to Latour (1990) and Roth & McGinn’s (1998) use of the phrase
inscriptions, Giere (2002) refers to a whole array of tools as “artifacts” (e.g., charts, tools for
measurement, diagrams, pictorial representations, etc.), asserting that their commonality is in
their role within the process of distributed cognition (p. 289). In science education literature tools
and artifacts are often used interchangeably. For the purpose of clarity, cognitive tools are
defined in this study as those “intended to engage and facilitate cognitive processing”
(Jonnassen, 1995, p. 41). These tools can include both models and inscriptions. I treat products
that students produce (in the form of written answers, pictures, or diagrams) as artifacts.
The construct of cognitive tools is based in a constructivist epistemology in which a
learner actively builds his or her knowledge through socially mediated interaction with the
world. Nardi (1998) elaborates on Hutchins’s (1985) initial explication of “functional systems”
(i.e., distributed cognitive systems engaged with a task) when she asserts that, “what a person
can do with a tool is profoundly different than what a person can do without a tool” (p. 39). In
other words, tools allow individuals to offload cognitive burden (as with Magnus’s (2007)
multiplication example where complex computation is achieved by offloading some of the
cognitive burden onto pen and paper). In this way, the argument can be made that cognitive tools
are intended to support the distribution of cognition. For instance, a model of the Earth, Sun,
Moon system can be used as a physical place holder so that students may work through spatially
demanding reasoning around the relative positions of those celestial objects and the resulting
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season as experienced in the northern hemisphere, without having to rely entirely on
manipulating their own internal mental representation of that system.
In summary, models can be used as cognitive tools in a distributed cognitive system for
reasoning about the referent entity or phenomenon. Additionally, models act as materials over
which students articulate their reasoning and construct shared understandings (Roth & McGinn,
1998). As a result, physical models can be used to both engage with science practices and to
deepen science understanding within a socially collaborative setting.

Science practices in the context of science education
The NRC Framework for K – 12 Science Education (NRC, 2012) and the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013) are built around three dimensions
including cross-cutting concepts, core ideas in the disciplinary areas, and science practices. The
reasoning behind this structure is that by giving students the opportunity to explore core ideas
and cross-cutting concepts through engagement with science practices, they will better
understand the content while deepening their understanding of the nature of science itself (NRC,
2012). It is this integration of knowledge and practice that supports novices towards more
science expertise.
This approach differs from the process approach of the 1960s –1980s, which emphasized
“domain-general” mental skills (e.g., observation, classification, hypothesis generation, etc.) as
part of formal reasoning (Osborne, 2011, p.102). The process approach tended to over-privilege
ideas about the scientific method as a universal set of sequential steps, failing to account for the
diversity of methods scientists actually use (Abd-El-Khalik et al, 2004; NRC, 2012; Osborne,
2011).
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Joseph Schwab built on earlier ideas of active learning (Herbart) and learner-centered
construction of knowledge (Dewey) in his notion of science as inquiry whereby the processes
scientists use to generate knowledge become central to learning (DeBoer, 1991). Scientific
inquiry became a dominant theme in science education throughout the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s,
with the aim of moving students beyond science as process towards greater integration of science
knowledge, scientific reasoning, and critical thinking to develop their understanding of science
(NRC, 1996). Unfortunately, the implementation of inquiry in science education was mired in
confusion from the outset (Abd-El-Khalik et al., 2004; DeBoer, 1991; Osborne, 2011). The focus
on inquiry as a process, apart from content, frequently resulted in science content and inquiry
being taught as separate learning goals in schools (Edelson, 2001). This dichotomy between
“inquiry as means” (i.e., an instructional approach) and “inquiry as ends” (i.e., an instructional
outcome) created confusion among curriculum reformers and science educators (Abd-El-Khalik
et al., 2004) and the sustained focus on inquiry without “commonly accepted definitions of its
constituent elements” resulted in ambiguity about instructional objectives, complicating efforts
toward establishing common science standards (NRC, 2012, p. 44).
The first iteration of National Science Education Standards (NSES) referred to scientific
inquiry as “the diverse ways in which scientists study the natural world and propose explanations
based on evidence derived from their work” (NRC, 1996, p. 23). The NSES attempted to
articulate a more operational definition of inquiry through a list of “Essential Features of
Inquiry” that included
Learners are engaged by scientifically oriented questions
Learners give priority to evidence, which allows them to develop and
evaluate explanations that address scientifically oriented questions
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Learners evaluate their explanations in light of alternative explanations,
particularly those reflecting scientific understanding
Learners communicate and justify their proposed explanations
(NRC, 1996, 2000 as quoted in, Crawford, 2014)
This view of inquiry in the NSES still allowed for ambiguity around what scientific
inquiry looked like, in practice, in the classroom. This prompted a shift in the language around
the current science standards whereby inquiry is operationalized in the Framework as a set of
specific “science practices” (NRC, 2012); as a result, the current language around practices in the
NRC Framework “implies the coordination of knowledge and skills” (2012, p. 41). Osborne
(2011) asserts that this semantic shift places an emphasis simultaneously on the “discipline of
science and its domain-specific activities,” allowing students to gain insight into the nature of
science and how scientific knowledge is constructed, critiqued, and refined over time (p. 102).
This shift from a generalized notion of inquiry towards a specific set of behaviors and activities
that scientists engage with in order to construct new knowledge and challenge existing
explanations is captured in the Framework and the NGSS under the heading of science practices.
There are eight science practices described in the Framework. These practices include
(1) Asking questions (science) and defining problems (engineering); (2) Developing and using
models; (3) Planning and carrying out investigations; (4) Analyzing and interpreting data; (5)
Using mathematics, information and computer technology, and computational thinking; (6)
Constructing explanations (science) and designing solutions (engineering); (7) Engaging in
argument from evidence; and (8) Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information (NRC,
2012, p. 49). These practices are described as “essential elements of the K – 12 science and
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engineering curriculum” (2012, p. 49) and, along with cross-cutting concepts and core ideas
within the disciplinary areas, they constitute the dimensions on which the Framework is built.
The Framework and the NGSS mark a shift in the way science education will be
organized and presented in the United States over the coming years. Moreover, the emphasis on
science practices will necessitate a reappraisal of the design of both curriculum and assessment.
In order to begin implementation of these standards with regard to science practice, the
educational research community must first identify what these practices of science, as defined
among science experts, look like when enacted by novices in K -12 science classrooms, even in
embryonic form, and determine how such practices can be developed within science classrooms.
While there is some literature around what these practices look like at the middle and high school
levels (Berland & McNeill, 2010; Grosslight, Unger & Jay, 1991; Harrison & Treagust, 2000;
Lehrer & Schauble, 2006; Schwarz et al., 2009), there is little science education research with
regard to facilitating these practices in a classroom setting.

Description of Science Practices
To identify instances of science practices among students so that we may learn how to
better facilitate such enactments, it is critical to consider prior research around individual
practices and the resulting findings that informed the benchmarks for each science practice in
both the Framework and the NGSS. Included in this section is a brief description of six of the
eight practices defined by the Framework. The other two practices, Practice 3: Designing an
investigation, and Practice 5: Using mathematics and computational thinking, are not anticipated
within the context of this study.
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Asking questions. Science begins with asking a question about a phenomenon with the
goal of generating explanations, models, and theories (Reiser, 2012). Jonathan Osborne argues
that “questions drive the need for explanation and are the engine that drives all scientific
research,” concluding that it is critical for students to understand that questions give form and
meaning to science (2014, p. 587). The Framework outlines expectations about students’ abilities
to ask “well-formulated questions that can be answered empirically” (NRC, 2012, p. 55). This
practice undergirds all scientific investigation, so student-generated questions within a shared
collaborative activity may provide the basis for more sophisticated science practices like
constructing explanations or engaging in argumentation. Furthermore, students are expected to
distinguish between a scientific question (e.g., what causes the changing seasons?) and a
nonscientific question (e.g., what is your favorite season of the year?) (NRC, 2012).
Developing and Using Models. The NRC rationale for including science practices states
that, “developing evidence-based models, arguments, and explanations is key to both developing
and demonstrating understanding of an accepted scientific viewpoint” (2012, p. 48). The
Framework asserts in part that, by grade twelve, students should be able to (1) construct
drawings or diagrams as representations of events or systems (including physical models); (2)
represent and explain phenomena with multiple types of models; and (3) discuss limitations and
precision of a model as the representation of a system (p. 58). Students’ facility with developing,
using, and interpreting models undergirds model-based reasoning which involves using physical
or conceptual models to reason towards deeper understanding of a referent system or
phenomenon.
Lehrer and Schauble (2006) argue the importance of model-based reasoning to science
practice asserting, “Scientific ideas derive their power from the models that instantiate them, and
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theories change as a result of efforts to invent, revise, and stage competitions among models” (p.
371). This concept of the centrality of models to science privileges the process of modeling as
practice, as well as models (product) as a form of argument. Lehrer and Schauble (2006) suggest
that physical and conceptual models act as analogies for phenomena in the real world, and as
such, highlight some features of the real phenomena, while omitting others. They assert that,
within science education, students often confuse “resembles” with “represents,” noting that
novice interpretation of physical models typically focuses on literal similarity (p. 372), a finding
shared by other researchers (Grosslight, Unger & Jay, 1991; Schwarz et al., 2009). Harrison and
Treagust (2000) further this assertion, cautioning that the cognitive demands of various models
differ greatly, and that a teacher cannot assume that a student who successfully interprets a
concrete or physical model will be equally successful in his attempts to interpret a more abstract
conceptual or theoretical model.
Analyzing and interpreting data. Data are gathered, analyzed, and interpreted in
response to a question or problem. Analyzing and interpreting data is the process of connecting
information gathered in investigations to explanations, models, and arguments through the
transformation of data into evidence (Rivet, 2012). Within data, scientists look for relationships,
patterns, salient features, trends, and anomalies and then use that analysis and interpretation to
inform explanation construction and communication (Rivet, 2012). In this way, analyzing and
interpreting data is interconnected with all other practices of science. The Framework specifies
that by grade 12, students should be able to “collect data from physical models and analyze the
performance of a design under a range of conditions” (NRC, 2012, p. 63). The NGSS elaborate
on this idea stating that students should “use tools, technologies, and/or models to generate and
analyze data in order to make a valid and reliable scientific claim” (NGSS Lead States, 2013 p. 8
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of 23). It is this ability to analyze data and draw meaning from that data that provides the basis
for practices of explanation construction and argumentation.
Constructing explanations. The sixth practice of science is construction of explanations,
which the NRC Framework defines as “accounts that link scientific theory with specific
observations or phenomena” (2012, p. 67). In this way, students are expected to gain an
appreciation of the explanatory power of scientific theories and insight into the way scientists
build understanding by constructing model-based or evidence-based explanations themselves.
Berland and McNeill (2010) assert that this process of explanation or justification is a critical
first step towards argumentative discourse in which students state and defend claims as well as
respond to and evaluate the ideas of others. The process of explanation construction makes
knowledge explicit; when learners provide justification for their thinking, this process is shown
to foster reflection and deepen understanding (Andriessen, 2006; Jiminez-Aliexandre, 2007).
According to the NRC Framework, by grade 12, students should be able to (1) construct
explanations of phenomena using their knowledge of accepted theory and linking it to models
and evidence; (2) use primary or secondary scientific evidence and models to support or refute
an explanatory account of a phenomenon; (3) offer causal explanations appropriate to their level
of scientific knowledge; and (4) identify gaps or weaknesses in explanatory accounts (their own,
or those of others) (2012, p. 69).
Engaging in argument from evidence. The seventh science practice is argumentation.
Andriessen asserts that, “When students collaborate in argumentation in the classroom, they are
arguing to learn” (2006, p. 443). He further argues that the social and interactive nature of
argumentation functions to scaffold individual learning because “argumentation facilitates
storage of and access to knowledge in memory and the development of elaborate mental models,
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and both of these cognitive skills support inference generation, problem solving, and learning”
(p. 446). The Framework supports these assertions and adds that opportunities to engage in the
critique and evaluation of any scientifically-based argument foster the development of
individuals as “critical consumer[s] of science” (2012, p. 71). The NRC Framework asserts that
by grade 12, students should be able to (1) construct a scientific argument showing how data
support the claim; (2) identify possible weaknesses in scientific arguments appropriate to the
student’s level of knowledge, and discuss them using reasoning and evidence; and (3) identify
flaws in their own arguments and modify and improve them in response to criticism (2012, pp.
72 – 73).
Obtaining, Evaluating and Communicating Information. In some ways, this is the
broadest category of all of the science practices specified in the NGSS. Bell, et al, argue that
“substantial acts of reading, writing, and otherwise communicating should be embedded in
students’ science and engineering investigations,” asserting that this supports crucial cognitive
and social learning processes (2012, p. 36). Communication in science occurs both formally
(e.g., peer reviewed journals, books, conference presentations) and informally (e.g., discussions,
blogs, emails), but reading, interpreting, and producing text constitute at least half of engineers’
and scientists’ total working time (Tenopir & King, 2004). Science texts are particularly
challenging for students, as they are multimodal, using a mix of text, diagrams, and other
representations to communicate ideas (Kress & VanLeeuwen, 2001). Despite this challenge,
students must be able to read and communicate about scientific texts in order to become critical
consumers of science (NRC, 2012). By grade 12, the Framework asserts that students should be
able to (1) use words, tables, diagrams, and graphs, as well as mathematical expressions, to
communicate their understanding or to ask questions about a system under study; (2) read
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scientific and engineering text, including tables, diagrams, and graphs commensurate with their
scientific knowledge and explain the key ideas being communicated (NRC, 2012, p. 76).
Each of the six science practices outlined in this section are closely linked to each other.
Scientific questions drive data analysis and interpretation as well as the development and use of
models. Additionally, models can be used to generate data for analysis or challenge the
interpretation of data. Finally, data analysis and interpretation result in evidence to support
explanation construction and argumentation. Each of these practices can be linked to multiple
practices and to the process of evaluating and communicating information. In this way, science
practices necessarily overlap as students engage with a problem or question.

Distributed cognition and science practices during shared collaborative activity
As demonstrated in the descriptions above, these practices of science merge cognition
with social interaction around materials (Giere, 2002). Giere argues that
…theories of science emphasizing cognitive operations have been marginalized in the
broader science studies community because so much of what seems important to
understanding the workings of modern science takes place in a public arena, and not only
in the heads of scientists. (2002, p. 296)
Because scientists engage with science practices in order to develop new and deeper
understandings about the natural world and those practices are socially collaborative and
distributed, it is logical to use that same distributed cognition lens to analyze students’
engagement with science practices and the potential for resulting knowledge construction. The
following section describes a way to discuss the cognitive and social processes of science by
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looking at the whole cognitive system (i.e., individuals, peers, and tools) through a lens of
distributed cognition.
The task of science students engaging in shared collaborative problem solving activities
can be viewed from the perspective of what Perkins (1993) would consider as a person-plus
surround, where the cognition required by such problems is distributed both socially (among
group members) and physically (over a physical model, inscriptions, pen and paper, etc.). In this
setting, the presence of cognitive tools like physical models and inscriptions become part of the
cognitive system. When used for discussion, explanation, or even argumentation, the model or
inscription is not only evidence for student reasoning, but also a point of focus for the cognitive
system.
Xu and Clarke argue that this shared focus of attention on a model or inscription “defines
the effectiveness of collaboration between participants” for science learning (2012, p.494). They
argue further that, in a distributed cognition analysis of a shared collaborative activity,
consideration must be given not only to mental representations, but also to verbal utterances,
gestures, symbolic representations, and cognitive tools (p. 495). Each of these components is
treated as part of a system. In this way, the unit of analysis is not the individual, but the entire
cognitive system, allowing the researcher to focus on the process of knowledge construction
rather than just the product of that construction. This is not to deny the cognitive resources
brought to the situation by individuals. Instead, it is an attempt to capture the process that occurs
as the individual interacts with other group members as well as with the physical model and
other tools. This unit of analysis allows the researcher to investigate the context in which enacted
science practices are observed during a shared collaborative activity and the conditions under
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which students may deepen their understandings of science concepts while increasing their
competency with science practices.
Salomon (1993) uses a spiraling diagram (see Figure 2.2 below) to represent the
relationship between an individual’s cognition (brought to an activity) and his interactions with
cognitive tools and peers affording distribution of cognition. He argues these interactions provide
“opportunity for individuals’ skills to enter into distributed, intellectual partner-like situations”
(p. 122).

Figure 2.2
Reciprocal Relations between Individuals’ Cognition and Distributed Cognition
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Engage in…

Activities
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distributed
cognition

Figure above is from Distributed Cognitions: Psychological and Educational Considerations (p. 123), by
G. Salomon, 1993, New York: Cambridge University Press. 1993

In this distributed cognition model, a shared collaborative activity allows not only for assessment
of what an individual already knows, but for construction of new knowledge through
engagement with the problem or task, other individuals, and the tools and artifacts afforded by
the environment. This reciprocal relationship between the individual’s cognition and distributed
cognition has the potential to produce deeper reasoning than the individual’s cognition in
isolation (Magnus, 2007; Nardi, 1998). This type of reciprocal scaffolding of cognition, Salomon
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argues, has the potential to “leave cognitive residues in the form of improved competencies,
which affect subsequent distributed activities” (1993, p.124). As a result of repeated engagement
with practices, individual students may increase their competency with those science practices
and may also deepen their understanding of science concepts. In this way, participation in a
distributed cognitive system as part of a shared collaborative activity has the potential to help
students deepen their understanding about science practices as well as to help them deepen their
understanding of science through engagement with science practices.
In a 1987 study, Gott and Murphy defined inquiry as an “activity” and argued that within
that activity students used both conceptual and procedural understanding. An analysis of their
results found that variation in student performance on tasks could not be explained simply by the
absence of necessary conceptual knowledge. They concluded that procedural knowledge was
also critical, asserting that “Carrying out a scientific investigation, then, is primarily a display of
understanding, and not a skill” (Gott & Murphy, 1987, p.244, quoted in Osborne, 2014). The
results of this study appear to support the notion that students’ engagement with science practices
provides opportunities for increased competency with practice as well as deeper conceptual
understanding.
Distributed cognition “scaffolds complex practices by reducing the individual cognitive
load and increasing the diversity of abilities and knowledge available to engage in practices”
(Edelson & Reiser, 2006, p.348). The strength of shared collaborative activities for supporting
science practices lies in this idea of cognitive distribution, which allows students to achieve
outcomes that they could not have achieved in isolation (Brown et al., 1993; Magnus, 2007;
Nardi, 1998). For example, Andriessen (2006) states that opportunities for argumentation should
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be embedded in collaborative activity and motivated by a desire to understand and to share that
understanding with others.
In its rationale for constructing explanations, the Framework specifies that even a simple
explanation (like those constructed by students) “provides the basis for further questions and
deeper understanding” (2012, p. 70). This underscores the potential for individuals participating
within a distributed cognitive system to increase their competency with practices over time. This
idea of bootstrapping towards deeper understanding is what Salomon attempts to illustrate in his
spiraling diagram (see Figure 2.2). Furthermore, Berland and McNeill (2010) assert that
spontaneous argumentation (like the type that emerges during shared collaborative activity)
suggests a sense of ownership of scientific practice because it implies a recognition among
students that engaging in practice will help them solve the problem at hand.
Shared collaborative activities that allow for distributed cognition have the potential to
increase student motivation by providing meaningful context for learners (Edelson & Reiser,
2006), while positively impacting student achievement and depth of understanding as
exemplified in Salomon’s concept of “cognitive residues” (1993, p. 124), which are increased
solo performance capabilities that result from the initial scaffolding that distributed cognitive
systems provide.
Research Questions
In summary, we know that it is through engagement with science practices that
scientists construct new knowledge. However, still little is known about what students’
engagement with overlapping science practices looks like, how that engagement relates to
groups’ outcomes in a collaborative activity, and how the presence of a model may relate to
students’ engagement with practices. This study aims to address these gaps in the literature by
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exploring what practices are observed within a small group problem solving context and by
describing the ways student groups use a physical model while they engage with those science
practices around a shared collaborative activity. Specifically, the study examines the following
questions: (1) What do science practices look like when enacted by small groups of students
engaged in a collaborative problem solving activity? (2) How are the quality and extent of
observed practices related to the quality of the group’s outcome? And (3) In what ways do
student groups use the physical model while engaging with science practices during a shared
collaborative activity?
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Chapter 3: Methods
Study Design
The initial idea for this study came in response to observations made by the researcher
while interviewing students about their reasoning around Earth Science problems. Students were
provided with a physical model and asked to explain their reasoning process for the answers they
chose on a written assessment. During these interviews, the researcher observed several instances
in which a student used the model to explain his answer on the assessment, recognized, in doing
so, that his initial response was incorrect, and then correctly reasoned to the right answer using
the model. The first iteration of the study design focused on the influence that a physical model
has on student reasoning related to the science practices of explanation and argumentation. The
problem solving activity for small groups of three students was designed to capture externalized
reasoning through dialogue and gesture that might remain internal if an individual was asked to
solve problems independently. After preliminary analysis of two student group activities, which
revealed student engagement with a variety of science practices, the focus of the study was
expanded to six of the eight science practices outlined in the Framework. Because of the nature
of the shared collaborative problem solving activity that students engaged in, they were not
asked or expected to plan and carry out investigations (Practice 3) or demonstrate mathematical
or computational thinking (Practice 5).
The framework guiding this study uses distributed cognition theory to make sense of the
relationships among individual cognition, peers, and use of physical models and other cognitive
tools as small groups of science students engage science practices to arrive at a solution to the
question or problem at hand. These science practices are made visible through the externalization
of reasoning fostered by the distribution of cognition over both tools and peers. In this way, the
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shared collaborative problem solving activity itself serves as a vehicle for analyzing students’
engagement with science practices both with and without the use of a physical model through the
theoretical lens of distributed cognition. Understanding the conditions under which students
engage with a variety of practices is, itself, an important goal, but this engagement with practices
may also provide the context in which students reason towards deeper understanding of science
content.
This is a mixed methods study that employs qualitative analysis supported and enriched
by quantitative analysis. These methods for analysis align with the purpose of the study: First,
to examine the nature of the science practices that were observed during student interactions with
peers and cognitive tools around shared collaborative problem solving activities and to better
understand the relationship of those observed practices to the quality of the group’s outcome.
Second, to investigate variations in the science practices that are observed when student groups
work with a physical model in their activities, as compared with instances when they address
problems without the availability of a model. As mentioned previously, this study addresses the
following questions: (1) What do science practices look like when enacted by small groups of
students engaged in a collaborative problem solving activity? (2) How are the quality and extent
of observed practices related to the quality of the group’s outcome? And (3) In what ways do
student groups use the physical model while engaging with science practices during a shared
collaborative activity?
To address these questions, small groups of students (three per group) were asked to
complete a problem solving activity around Earth Science phenomena (Moon phases and
seasons) both with and without the use of a physical model. These group activities were
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videotaped in order to capture both verbal and nonverbal (gestured) interactions among students
and in relation to the model.
Data Collection
Setting and Participants
This research occurred in three suburban middle schools in a major metropolitan area in
the Northeast. School A has a more racially and ethnically homogenous student population than
Schools B or C and is situated within a middle socioeconomic status district less than one hour
outside of a major city in the Northeast. Student participants in School A were in eighth grade
and distributed across two class sections each for two teachers (Teacher Y and Teacher K). The
student population in School B, in a suburban area less than one hour outside of the same city, is
mixed in terms of race, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status. The student participants in School B
were also eighth grade students and were distributed across two class sections of the same
teacher (Teacher M). Both Schools A and B are public middle schools housing sixth through
eighth grades. School C is a public middle school housing seventh through ninth grades. Student
participants in School C were primarily students of color in a low SES school district and were
distributed across three ninth grade class sections of Teacher S.
All data for this study were collected within the parameters of a larger study which
examined the use of physical models in Earth Science classrooms (Rivet & Kastens, 2012). The
60 students selected to participate in this study were all enrolled in Earth Science classes that
followed a state-mandated curriculum. These students were selected based on their availability
and willingness to participate from a pool of fully-consented students in year two of the larger
research project.
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Subjects were clustered in groups of three students from the same class who participated
in an activity together during their study hall (School A), or regular science class period (School
B and School C) during the course of the regular school day. Students selected for participation
in the small group activities were asked to choose two other consented students from their class
to work with. This was done intentionally to replicate, as closely as possible, groups that would
choose to interact within their normal classroom setting. Two of the initial 20 videotaped student
groups had to be discarded after audio quality was determined to be insufficient for transcription.
The dialogue and interaction around the problem solving activity for the remaining 18 groups (54
student participants) were analyzed for the purpose of this study. Nine of the student groups had
already completed instruction around the two topics (moon phases and causes of the seasons) and
nine of the groups had had limited or no instruction around the topics. This choice was made
intentionally to insure a wide range of prior content knowledge. Demographic data for the
student subjects included in this study is shown in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1.
Demographics of selected students for small group activity
Grade

# Students
Per Teacher

Academic Level

Gender

Race/Ethnicity

8th = 39 (72%)

K = 12 (22%)

Remedial = 12 (22 %)

Male = 24 (44%)

White = 33 (61%)

9th = 15 (28%)

M = 15 (28%)

General = 24 (44 %)

Female = 30 (56%)

African Am. = 13 (24%)

S = 15 (28%)

Advanced = 18 (33 %)

Y = 12 (22%)

Hispanic = 4 (7.5%)
Asian = 4 (7.5%)

Instruments
Several instruments were created or modified for this study, including an activity
protocol and four problem solving activity packets [see Appendix A for activity questions]. The
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problem solving activities included Part 1 and Part 2 questions for two topics: moon phases and
causes of the seasons. The problems required students to use their content knowledge in concert
with provided data, two-dimensional diagrams, and pictures in order to reach group-consensus
around an answer. The Part 1 worksheet packet contained three problems that groups addressed
without the use of the physical model provided to the students. The Part 2 packet contained three
parallel problems that student groups addressed with the use of a physical model. The physical
model provided for the moon phases activity problems consisted of a small flashlight (Sun), a
tennis ball (Earth), and a ping pong ball (Moon). The physical model provided for the seasons
activity problems included a small (8 inch) globe (Earth) and a small flashlight (Sun). These
simple analogical models were selected because they were used as part of the larger project and,
as Harrison and Treagust (2000) assert, for analogical models to be useful tools for explanation
and learning, they need to be “familiar, logical, and owned by the students” (p. 1019).

Data Collection Procedure
The activities, which took approximately 20 – 30 minutes for the student groups to
complete, were videotaped to capture group dialogue, gestures, and interaction with the physical
model when available. The researcher facilitated these activities and provided students with the
activity protocol through verbal instructions and the directions included in the written problem
solving activity packet. The Earth Science problems included in the activity were of a closed
nature, requiring students to reason towards the correct answer, choosing from among the answer
choices provided (McGrath, 1984; Yuelin, 2008). Minimal prompting and follow-up questions
were used during the activity itself (e.g., “What made you choose that answer?”; “Can you
explain what you were thinking about?”), especially where students’ reasoning was not clearly
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articulated in the course of the group dialogue. Once they reached group consensus, students
were asked to record their answers in the written activity packet. Those answers, along with any
notes or diagrams they made in the space provided below each question were counted among the
data sources for this project. Additionally, researcher observations were recorded for each group
activity and these observations were included in the data sources.

Data Analysis
Overview
The collected data was analyzed in a two stage process in order to address each of the
three research questions. First, all the data was coded in two rounds in order to identify the
quality of each instance of observed science practices in each group and the quality of the
outcome to each problem that the groups completed. An overview of this first stage of analysis
is shown in Figure 3.1. The second stage involved bringing together different aspects of the
coding data to examine patterns and trends in light of the three proposed research questions.
Details regarding each stage of analysis are described in detail below.

Figure 3.1.
Overview of Coding Procedure for Stage 1 Analysis

Science Practices

Peer Interaction

P1, P2, P4, P6, P7, P8

High, Medium, Low

Cognitive Tool
Use
diagram, model,
graph, etc.

Physical Model

Accurate

Yes, Yes - not used, No

Yes, No

Quality of
Science Practices

Quality of Group
Outcome

based on completeness
of cognitive system

based on accuracy and
sophisitication of
reasoning

Figure 3.1 illustrates first round codes (top row) followed by second round codes (bottom row).
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Stage 1 Analysis
Data Preparation and First-Round Coding: Videos of the group activities were fully
transcribed, and then a spreadsheet was created for each student group. Student dialogue around
each item was imported into a spreadsheet for coding (twelve segments of dialogue per group,
one for each of the problems they addressed).
The first round of coding involved tagging each excerpt of group dialogue with all of the
observed science practices. In addition to the science practices, coding was also conducted for
presence of the physical model, accuracy of the group’s final answer, peer interaction, and use of
cognitive tools (instead of, or in addition to the physical model). A sample of the first round of
data coding is shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2.
First-Round Data Coding Sample (One Item)
TIME STAMP

TRANSCRIPT EXCERPT

ACCURATE

PHYSICAL
MODEL

PRACTICES

PEER

COGNITIVE
TOOLS

00:10:00
(WITH MODEL)
CS: [reads
Moon
question 3 out
loud] “Look at
the darkened
line segment
on the graph.
Which
highlighted
part of the
model motion
best
represents the
situation that
corresponds to
the darkened
line segment?”

ES: So this one is . . .
MK: [places finger on answer D –
correct] It’s right after the new
moon
ES: So it would be . . . D
CS: Yeah. [circles D – correct]
I: Okay. How’d you figure that
out?
ES: Um, because like, it’s already
at new moon [points to graph]
so it’s like right after the new
moon . . .
CS: and the arrows are pointing,
like turning counterclockwise
ES: and the new moon is right
next to the light . . . so it’s like
right here [points]

YES - HIGH

MODEL not used

P8; P2

HIGH

graph;
diagram

Table 3.2 includes a sample item response from Group D and the associated coding categories.
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Student group dialogue was coded following a process of provisional coding (Miles &
Huberman, 1994) based on a priori descriptive codes developed in response to the research
questions and informed by the benchmarks indicated in the Framework (NRC, 2012) and by the
NGSS (NGSS Lead States, 2013) (see Table 3.3). Coding was done at a grain size that included
the entire student dialogue captured around each moon phase or seasons question. Two of the
twelve moon phase and seasons questions had two parts for a total of 14 coded items per group.
[see Appendix B for the full provisional first-round coding scheme for science practices]. In
addition to coding for observed science practices, the first round coding included whether or not
the physical model was present (No; Yes; Yes – not used), level of peer interaction (3 students
speaking = High; 2 students speaking = Medium, 1 student speaking = low), other cognitive tools
used by the group (i.e. diagrams, graphs, or other two-dimensional inscriptions), and whether the
group’s final answer was accurate (Yes; No).
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Table 3.3.
Provisional Codes for Science Practices
Code Science Practice
P1

P2

P4
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P6

P7

P8

Asking Scientific
Questions

Benchmarks from the NRC Framework

Examples

Ask questions about the natural and human-built worlds; Ask probing questions to identify the
• Wouldn’t it be June because June is the solstice day?
premise of an argument, request elaboration, or challenging the interpretation of a data set; Note
• A waxing gibbous is the big waxing moon, right?
features, patterns, or contradictions in observations and ask questions about them
• [in reference to model motion] Wait, which way is it going?
Developing and Using Construct drawings, diagrams or models as representations of events or systems. Use these as a
ES: Well, look [picks up the globe] it’s like this
Models
basis for explanation or prediction; Represent and explain phenomena with multiple types of models - MK: If it’s away [pushes globe so it has less tilt] and it moves to 15 . . .it’s going to be warmer
move flexibly between model types; Discuss the limitations and precision of a model as a
CS: [holding both hands, palms facing in, somewhat circular up in front of her face] Yeah
representation of a system. Design and suggest ways a model might be improved
ES: Oh, I see . . .yeah
MK: Because the Northern Hemisphere is tilting more towards it
Analyzing and
Collect data from physical models (can be observational, but must include more than one point of
BH: Okay, so, no shadow is showing so it's not - Oh wait. Like you can see the light from over here.
Interpreting Data
observation); Analyze data systematically, either to look for salient patterns or to test whether the
So, all right, that's like a possible answer. [points back and forth between answer A diagram and the
data are consistent with an initial hypothesis; Use tables, charts and graphs to explore relationships model] Because see like it's dark over here with the moon…
between variables; Evaluate the strength of a conclusion that can be inferred from a data set;
CG: All right, go.
Recognize patterns in data that suggest relationships worth investigating further
BH: …Okay, so, when it goes over here like [points to Moon position in answer C] and is over here
like it's both in the dark. See that? And then like over here [moves Moon ball counterclockwise] is
like light like this.
CG: Yeah.
BH: Do you see that?
CG: They're all like that.
JK: No it's not.
BH: And then over here [moves Moon ball counterclockwise] it's getting light.
Constructing
Construct explanations of phenomena using knowledge of accepted scientific theory and linking it to SC: So X would be summer, which means the Northern Hemisphere would be tilted towards the Sun
JT: Towards… [points to correct summer position]
Explanations
models and evidence; Use primary or secondary evidence and models to support or refute an
SC: …Towards. Because there’s the North Pole and it’s in the sunlight… so this [indicates correct
explanatory account of a phenomenon; Offer causal explanations appropriate to their level of
summer position] would be X, [follows in counterclockwise motion] Y, Z, Y . . .
scientific knowledge; Identify gaps or weaknesses in explanatory accounts (their own or those of
JT: But if this [points to both spring and fall positions] were the two equinoxes…wouldn’t this be the
others)
same amount? Like twelve hours daylight…like they would both be the same.
SC: Yeah, that’s why they’re both “Y”
CS: Everything would be
Engaging in Argument Construct a scientific argument showing how the data support the claim (ideal includes: claim,
from Evidence
evidence, reasoning); Identify possible weaknesses in scientific arguments appropriate to their level ES: Be colder…
of knowledge and discuss them using evidence and reasoning; Identify flaws in their own arguments CS: No, I don’t think it would be cooler because [gestures with both hands] it’s like [tilts hands to the
and improve them in response to criticism
left] away from… But if it’s farther away from the Sun
ES: Well, look [picks up the globe] it’s like this
MK: If it’s away [pushes globe so it has less tilt] and it moves to 15…it’s going to be warmer
CS: [holding both hands, palms facing in, somewhat circular up in front of her face] Yeah
ES: Oh, I see…yeah
MK: Because the Northern Hemisphere is tilting more towards it
ES: winter’s like that
CS: and what would the summers be? Cooler?
ES: Winters would become . . .
CS: Warmer, and summers would become cooler
• LI: ‘Cause it’s a full moon. ‘Cause it [graph] says … cause it says it's from … Oh, it’s from about a
Obtaining, Evaluating Read scientific text including tables, diagrams and graphs commensurate with their knowledge and
hundred percent to sixty percent.
and Communicating
explain key ideas being communicated (this involves explicit communication about what a graph or
• JO: X seems to be summer.
Information
diagram means); Use words, tables, diagrams and graphs as well as mathematical expressions to
PH: Because [points to graph] it’s at the highest temperature at noon.
communicate their understanding or ask quesitons (interpreted to be student-generated);
JO: So X is the one where the Arctic circles is fully lit.

Second-Round Coding for Science Practices. The second stage of coding informed
refinement of the first-round provisional codes for science practices (Lincoln & Guba, 1985;
Miles & Huberman, 1994) in terms of quality. In order to assess the quality of the science
practices [i.e. High (+) or Low (-)], the completeness of the distributed cognitive system (peer
interaction and cognitive tool use) was evaluated as the student group engaged with each of the
fourteen items (Perkins, 1993; Salomon, 1993; Xu & Clarke, 2012). Xu and Clarke argue that
shared focus of attention on a model or inscription “defines the effectiveness of collaboration
between participants” for science learning (2012, p.494). Based on this theory of distributed
cognition, instances of science practice involving both peer interaction and cognitive tools use
were coded as High (+) while observed practices where one or both components of a complete
cognitive system were missing were coded as Low (-). The codes for quality of instances of
science practices and their definitions are shown in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4
Codes for Quality of Science Practices
QUALITY OF
SCIENCE
PRACTICE

PEER INTERACTION

COGNITIVE
TOOLS

CODE

HIGH

3 students involved in dialogue / problem solving

YES

+

MEDIUM

2 students involved in dialogue / problem solving

YES

+

LOW

1 student involved in problem solving

YES

-

HIGH, MEDIUM, or LOW

NO

-

Table 3.4 illustrates all possible code combinations that result in (+) or (-) for quality of science practice.

These descriptions of peer interaction and tool use informed the assessment of quality for the
observed science practices through the lens of distributed cognition, understanding that
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variations in quality may not be hierarchical. For example, dialogue which involves two students
constructing an explanation while using the model would be coded as “high” quality while an
explanation given by only one student using the model would be coded as “low” quality because
the cognitive system is not complete. This does not assume, however, that the explanation
constructed by one student is inherently weaker than the explanation constructed by two
students.
Second Round Coding for Group Outcome. Two benchmarks were used to determine
the quality of a group’s outcome. The first benchmark was the accuracy of the group’s final
answer, tagged in the first round of coding. The second benchmark was the sophistication of the
group’s reasoning around that answer as evidenced by their dialogue or by their final explanation
to the researcher if one was given. This coding was binary. Dialogue that included well-reasoned
claims supported by evidence was coded as more sophisticated. Dialogue or an explanation that
included some evidence or reasoning, but not both, was coded as less sophisticated. This was
done in order to capture a range of reasoning from more nascent to more complex. An inaccurate
final answer was coded as a low/ inaccurate outcome; an accurate final answer with less
sophisticated reasoning behind it was coded as a medium outcome, and an accurate final answer
accompanied by more sophisticated reasoning was coded as a high outcome (see Table 3.5).

Table 3.5.
Codes for Group Outcome
ACCURATE

GROUP OUTCOME

YES – HIGH

Accurate final answer – more sophisticated reasoning

YES – MEDIUM

Accurate final answer – less sophisticated reasoning

NO – LOW / INACCURATE

Inaccurate final answer
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These codes were used in conjunction with the science practice codes to create data
displays for each of the 18 student groups. Those data displays were then analyzed for patterns
among groups, and groups were placed into categories according to similar outcomes and
patterns of science practices.
Reliability for Stage 1 Coding
Reliability and validity for both rounds of data coding in Stage 1 of the analysis were
addressed in several ways. Claims were examined by triangulating across multiple data sources,
including video, transcriptions, written responses, and interviewer observations using a constant
comparative approach (Charmaz, 2006; Creswell, 2007). This activity continued throughout the
process of coding and analysis. Additionally, inter-rater agreement (Creswell, 2007) was
established for the coding of activity transcripts.
Inter-rater reliability for each coding scheme was addressed by having an outside party
code more than 20% of the data. Inter-rater agreement (Cresswell, 2007) was established for the
science practice codes with 83% agreement and Cohen’s kappa of 0.57 (Table 3.6). Reliability
was established for group outcomes with 89% agreement for both high and medium group
outcomes with Cohen’s kappa of 0.67 and 0.78 respectively.

Table 3.6.
Inter-rater Agreement for Science Practice Codes
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Stage 2 Analysis
Stage 2 data analysis was aligned with the three research questions. The first round of
data analysis in Stage 2 was conducted in response to research question 1: What do science
practices look like when enacted by small groups of students engaged in a collaborative problem
solving activity? The analysis involved looking across examples of each of the six represented
science practice codes in order to describe the range of responses that were characteristic among
the student groups. This process was aimed at characterizing both robust practices and nascent
practices observed across groups.
The second round of data analysis in Stage 2 was aimed to address the second research
question, How are the quality and extent of observed practices related to the quality of the
group’s outcome? This analysis involved creating data displays (Miles & Huberman, 1994) for
each of the 18 student groups (Table 3.7). The data displays included the item numbers for each
of the 14 moon and seasons items (including 2 of the original 12 items that include part a and
part b). Each item was categorized according to the number of science practices observed during
student dialogue and the quality (+ / -) of those practices along with whether or not the student
group used the physical model as they answered the item. Items where groups engaged with the
physical model were noted in red. Items where a physical model was available but not used were
noted in blue. All other items (where a physical model was not available) were noted in black. In
addition to the data display, a summary chart was created for each group identifying the total
number of observed instances for each practice.
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Table 3.7.
Sample Group Data Display and Summary Chart – Research Question 2

P1
4

P2
5

P4
2

P6
9

P7
5

P8
2

TOTAL
27

Table 3.7 illustrates a sample group data display, including item numbers. Items in black indicate no
model, items in red indicate model used, and items in blue indicate model present but not used.

After the data displays were created for each group, they were analyzed for common
patterns of accuracy, sophistication of reasoning, and the quality and extent of observed science
practices. From this analysis, the researcher identified three categories for groups with similar
characteristics or patterns. These categories were emergent and were refined using a constant
comparative approach (Creswell, 2007; Merriam, 2009). The categories were characterized using
rich description and representative excerpts from the groups’ dialogue. These descriptions are
elaborative around the extent and quality of science practices, peer interaction, engagement with
cognitive tools including the physical model, and the group’s outcome in terms of both accuracy
and sophistication of reasoning. The high accuracy / high science practices category (HA – HP)
included groups with 10 – 14 accurate items (out of 14 possible) and greater than 20 instances of
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observed science practices. All but two of the groups with prior content instruction were sorted
in this category. The low accuracy / high science practices category (LA – HP) included groups
with fewer than 10 accurate items and 20 or more instances of observed science practices.
Finally, the low accuracy / low science practices category included groups with fewer than 10
accurate items and fewer than 20 instances of observed science practices. One group was found
to fit into a high accuracy/low science practices category (HA – LP), but further analysis
revealed that group dynamics interfered with the potential for peer interaction and engagement
with practices, so that category was discarded. A description of that group (Group E) and
explanation for treating it as an anomaly follows.
The first of these two groups, Group E, had high accuracy but low instances of observed
science practices. Additional analysis of this group revealed challenging dynamics among the
students. One male student was extremely passive and disengaged, and he did not actively
participate in dialogue around the problem solving. He spoke only when specifically prompted
by the other students (i.e. when he was asked to take a turn reading the question aloud). A second
male student dominated the dialogue, frequently interrupting the female student when she
attempted to speak or offer an explanation. Because one participant dominated the activity, there
was little opportunity for social distribution of cognition or engagement with science practices.
Items were essentially answered and explained by one student despite several attempts by the
female participant to engage in the dialogue. As a result, this group was characterized as
anomalous and was not placed into any of the categories.
The second group with prior content instruction that did not fit into the HA – HP
category, Group O, was sorted into the LA - LP category. After additional analysis, it was
concluded that this group, despite prior content instruction, had a persistent misconception
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around the relative positions of the Sun, Moon, and Earth during full moon versus new moon
phase. They reasoned consistently through the activity, but with their misconception about full
moon and new moon positions, the group did not get a single moon phase item correct.
Additionally, the group only had 16 instances of observed science practices. These two factors
placed group O into the LA - LP category.
The third round of the data analysis in Stage 2 addressed research question 3: In what
ways do student groups use the physical model while engaging with science practices during a
shared collaborative activity? This analysis focused on the various ways student groups in the
previously identified categories used the physical model while engaging with science practices
during the problem solving activity. These variations were explored through qualitative analysis.
Rich description and excerpts from group dialogue were captured in order to characterize the
varieties of ways that groups used the physical model during the activity.
The findings resulting from this two-stage analysis process are described in Chapter 4,
organized by the three research questions guiding this study.

Quantitative Analysis
Statistical analysis was used in support of the qualitative analysis around Research
Question 2. After groups were categorized into HA – HP, LA – HP, and LA – LP groups,
Spearman’s Rho correlation analysis was performed to determine if there was a relationship
between students’ accuracy and their frequency of science practices.
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Chapter 4: Findings
This chapter is organized in response to the three research questions guiding this study:
(1) What do science practices look like when enacted by small groups of students
engaged in a collaborative problem solving activity?
(2) How are the quality and extent of observed practices related to the quality of
the group’s outcome?
(3) In what ways do student groups use the physical model while engaging with
science practices during a shared collaborative activity?

Research Question 1
What do science practices look like when enacted by small groups of students engaged in a
collaborative problem solving activity?
Finding: Multiple examples of six science practices were observed across aggregate group data.
Across the 18 student groups, the researcher observed examples of the following
practices: asking scientific questions, developing and using models, analyzing and interpreting
data, constructing explanations, engaging in argument from evidence, and obtaining, evaluating,
and communicating information. Descriptions of those practices as enacted by the students,
including characteristic examples from student dialogue, are provided below.
Practice 1: Asking scientific questions. Across the aggregate data for the 18 student
groups there were 67 observed instances of students asking scientific questions. This was the
second most frequently observed practice. These observed instances included asking questions
related to the natural world (e.g. “Isn't a gibbous like three quarter and then a crescent is one
quarter?”), requesting elaboration or asking probing questions to identify the premise of an
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argument (e.g. “Why do you say it's September?”), and asking questions about features, patterns,
or contradictions in observations (e.g. “Wouldn’t that be summer, because there's more energy
from the sun?”). Observed instances of Practice 1 varied across these three categories, and the
categories do not appear to be hierarchical in terms of sophistication of the practice.
Practice 2: Developing and using models. Practice 2 explicitly includes the
development and use of both two dimensional representations and three dimensional physical
models. There were 50 observed instances of students using the provided models or developing
their own representations (in the form of two dimensional diagrams) across the aggregate data
for the 18 student groups, making it the third-most observed practice in the data set.
Among groups that generated their own two-dimensional representations, some of those
were simple diagrams to illustrate a particular phase of the Moon, and some were more complex
representations of the phenomenon being discussed. The following is an example of when
students generated their own representation in the form of a drawing. Students in Group K had to
first come to agreement about what a waxing gibbous moon phase looks like before they could
reach consensus around which configuration, provided in the answer diagrams, would result in
this moon phase. They engaged in the following exchange as they illustrated conflicting
understandings about the waxing gibbous moon phase (Figure 4.1).

CG: What's waxing gibbous?
JK: It's, um, it's a moon, it's like …
BH: …What?
CG: It's like … a smiley?
JK: No, [draws on packet] because that's a crescent. So, I think it's like this.
[draws again on packet ]
CG: Oh.
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Figure 4.1.
Group K Moon Phases Item 1 Diagram

Group K generated a representation in order to come to consensus about the meaning of a term
(waxing gibbous). By contrast, in the example that follows, Group C approached the same item
(Moon Item 1) by generating a diagram that illustrated the various positions of the Moon relative
to the Earth and the Sun (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2
Group C Moon Phases Item 1 Diagram and Selected Answer
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They identified the position of the waxing gibbous moon phase in this diagram before comparing
it with the provided answer diagrams and choosing answer C. In this way, Group C moved
flexibly among multiple representations of the same configuration of the Moon, Earth and Sun.
In doing so, they clearly illustrated engagement with Practice 2.
Fifteen out of the 18 student groups used the provided physical model for one or more
items. The observed use of models varied, with some groups using the model as more of a tool
for reference or focal point for dialogue, and some groups using the model actively as they
reasoned towards their answer.
The following excerpt gives an example of a group that used the model as a reference
without harnessing the affordances of the model as a tool for reasoning. Group Q manipulated
the model during their discussion of Seasons item 3:

LV: [Reads question] Look at this map of the world. On which day will the noon
sun be directly overhead in Australia? [LV looks at mini globe – then TM picks
up mini globe]
TM: [pointing on globe] Australia’s right here.
LV: Thank you, TM.
LV: Uh, I think it would be [AB grabs packet and pulls it in front of her so she
can read]
AB: [pulls model globe and light in front of her – then rereads question] Which
day would the noon Sun… What’s a noon Sun?/
LV: it’s just… [inaudible]
AB: /oh… [inaudible] [Spins globe as she speaks] If it’s turning then, [pause]
December.
Interviewer: Okay. Why do you think it’s December?
LV: Because, like, because when it’s winter on, on the, one side of the earth …it’s
not winter over there. It’s like sunny… Like when it’s winter, when it’s winter in,
like, the Western Hemisphere.
Interviewer: In the Western? Okay.
LV: It’s like summer in the Eastern Hemisphere.
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During this dialogue, TM uses the model to locate Australia before AB manipulates it, noting
incorrectly that the rotation or “turning” has something to do with the time of year the Sun would
be directly overhead in Australia. LV then justifies the group’s answer – December – by noting
incorrectly that people in the Western Hemisphere would experience winter at the opposite time
of year as people in the Eastern Hemisphere. The students refer to the model but do not use it
actively in their sense-making around the question. As a result, their use of the model does not
challenge their flawed interpretation. In this way, Group Q attempts to explain why Australia’s
seasons are opposite those of the United States using the model, but their model use is nascent
and disconnected from their reasoning.
In contrast with the more passive use of the model by Group Q, the following example
illustrates how Group F uses the model actively as they reason about Seasons item 5, “If the tilt
of Earth’s axis was decreased from 23.5 degrees to 15 degrees, New York State’s winters would
become”:

PH: So if it was tilting [starts tilting mini globe]…/
JO: The tilt would be that/
PH: /It would be like that [tilting mini globe]/
KG: /Winters would become warmer, right?
JO: The tilt would be less…
KG: Winter would be warmer…
PH: Yeah, winter would …/
JO: /Yeah winter would become warmer
PH: Winters… [Reading possible answers] and summers would be cooler. [Grabs
mini globe as she speaks]
JO: Why would they be cooler?
PH: Because it’s more even…
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KG: Wouldn’t they BOTH be warmer?
PH: It’s more tilted
JO: Okay. Hold on…So it’s like tilted here [holds mini globe at a tilt and gestures
up and down with her hand in a chopping motion] and so the Sun is like, chillin’
out [rotates mini globe as she speaks] And that means less of the… And so that
means that only half of the Arctic Circle [gestures with a chopping motion across
Arctic Circle on mini globe]… or like less of the Arctic Circle would be covered.
So it would be warmer. And then summers would be cooler.
PH: Yeah.
KG: [nods in agreement]
JO: Okay, yeah. So warmer winters, cooler summers.
PH: That’s A. [JO marks answer A – correct]

The group manipulates the model as they reason towards consensus, demonstrating how the
change in tilt would result in warmer winters and cooler summers as they reason. By doing this,
Group F uses the model to connect their content understanding about Earth’s tilt relative to the
Sun with their prediction about the impact of a change in that tilt. This relatively sophisticated
use of the model for reasoning is quite different from the model use demonstrated by Group Q.
An additional example of relatively sophisticated model use happened as Group D
observed the model in multiple positions and compared those positions with the two-dimensional
answer diagrams. In the following example, students moved between the two and threedimensional representations comparing their observations with the potential answers as they
thought aloud:

ES: [Re-reads] A waxing crescent moon. . .
CS: You want me to be the Earth? [Picks up Earth ball from table]
ES: Yeah, be the Earth [picks up flashlight. Hands Moon ball to MK. ES turns
flashlight on and points it towards CS who is holding the Earth ball]
CS: Okay so this is new moon [points to position in between flashlight and Earth
ball] full moon [points to position other side of Earth ball opposite flashlight] and
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then waxing is [gestures slight counterclockwise motion – closes eyes] growing . .
. so it’s coming here [holds hand at roughly waxing gibbous position – incorrect]
MK: [Moves Moon ball to position (waxing gibbous) that CS indicated with her
hand]
ES: Wait, so this light part [gestures]
[All look back at paper – appear to be comparing answer diagrams with the
configuration they created with the model]
MK: It can’t be here . . . [holds Moon ball at roughly first quarter position]
CS: Oh, no . . . it’s here [moves free hand to correct waxing crescent position]
because this [moves hand back to waxing gibbous position] would be gibbous
because it’s bigger. So this would be the waxing gibbous if it was here [hand still
in waxing gibbous position]
MK: Mm, yeah [All look back at paper]
ES: Um. . . which one?
CS: B
MK: [points to answer] B [correct].

Each of the three groups presented here as examples engaged with the model, meeting
one or more benchmarks for Practice 2. However, the different groups engaged with both the
model and the two dimensional diagrams in a variety of ways. In summary, Practice 2 is a
complex science practice involving the development and use of both two and three dimensional
models. Examples of groups’ engagement with this practice vary widely from using a drawing or
provided model as a simple reference point for dialogue to the more active use of the dynamic
physical model to reason towards an answer to the problem or question posed.
Practice 4: Analyzing and interpreting data. This practice was observed infrequently
(only eight times across the aggregated group data). This was, in part, due to the constraints of
the problem solving activity. The observed instances all involved students collecting
observational data from the physical model by moving one or more pieces of the model into
multiple positions as they reasoned toward an answer for a particular item.
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As an illustration of this practice, in the following excerpt, Group D responds to moon
phases item 5, “Which of the following configurations would result in the moon phase pictured
above as seen by a figure in the Northern Hemisphere?” The phase pictured is a waning gibbous.

CS: Okay, so that one . . .
MK: [Points to picture] . . . So the Moon is coming over here. It’s close to a full
moon [Points to full moon position on answer B diagram]
ES: [Turns on flashlight – CS holds up Earth ball in right hand and Moon ball in
left hand] Okay, so I think if it’s close to a full moon it would be over here [holds
flashlight with left hand, uses right hand to push Moon ball (held by CS) into
waxing gibbous position – incorrect]
MK: Try like [points under Earth ball towards waning positions] . . .
CS: Yeah, like it’s either here [lets ES hold Moon ball in position – gestures to
waxing gibbous position – incorrect] or here [gestures waning gibbous position –
correct]
MK: Try there [points over Earth ball to waning gibbous position – correct]
ES: Well, there’s not a choice that’s over here [points to answer C diagram] so it’s
over here [points to answer D diagram – MK points to D as well]
CS: Wait, put the ball [Moon ball] here [ES places Moon ball in waxing gibbous
position as instructed] and what does the light look like? Here [takes Moon ball]
maybe I can hold it like . . .
[CS holds Earth ball and Moon ball – MK and ES look from flashlight direction
towards the Moon and Earth balls]
ES: Alright, well . . .
CS: Oh, I think that’s um, here . . .[points to answer B diagram]
MK: [takes Moon ball . . . moves it to other side of Earth ball in correct waning
gibbous position]
ES: [shifts body and focus to other side of Earth ball] Someone standing from
over here would be like.
CS: ‘Cause then it’s on the other side . . .
ES: you can’t really see it [shifts body back – aligned with flashlight and Earth
ball].
ES: Wait, move this back a little [Pushes Earth ball back slightly from flashlight].
MK: Yeah, there is . . . it would . . .
ES: Yeah, you can see it’s like that [points up and down on side of Moon ball
nearest Earth ball to indicate light]
MK: Yeah, ‘cause this is going from a full moon so it’s getting darker this way
[gestures counterclockwise motion of waning positions].
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In this excerpt, Group D places the model in multiple configurations and the students make
careful observations, comparing the light they see on the Moon ball at various positions with the
answer diagrams. They are careful to align their bodies so that they can see the light on the Moon
ball clearly, and they let those multiple observations, collected from the model, inform their
answer choice. This is an example of analyzing and interpreting data because the students are
able to reason that the gibbous phase is close to the full moon (a position they indicate with
confidence), but the group is not certain about which side of the full moon the waning gibbous is
located on. By placing the model in both positions and repeatedly looking at the way the light
hits the Moon ball in each position, the students collect data, in the form of their observations.
This appears to be a relatively nascent form of the practice, since students seem reliant on
observations from the physical model rather than being able to “picture” what the phases would
look like (an indication of a strong mental model).
Practice 6: Constructing explanations. There were 137 observed instances of students
constructing explanations across the aggregate data for all 18 groups. As the activity was a
problem solving exercise in which students were expected to explain their final answer, this was
the most frequently observed science practice across all groups. However, within these observed
instances there was considerable variety, from more simplistic explanations that provided some
(often flawed) reasoning for the group’s answer, to more sophisticated explanations that
provided both evidence and reasoning to support the group’s selected response.
In the following excerpt of a nascent and less sophisticated engagement with the practice
of constructing explanations, a student in Group N generates an incorrect explanation for moon
phases item 4, “Which configuration of the model best represents the situation that corresponds
to a waxing crescent moon phase as seen from the Northern Hemisphere?”
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ML: If it's a crescent, it would be more farther away from the light side [of the
Earth]. So, I would say B.
Interviewer: So, you're saying B? You said it’s because it's farther away from the
light side [of the Earth] … what did you mean by that?
ML: Well, it's farther, but it's on its way towards it [light side], because the
crescent you don't see much of the moon at all.

In this exchange, the student from Group N provided an explanation based on flawed reasoning.
Student ML attributed the sliver of visible light on the crescent moon to the distance from the
“light side” of the Earth. In other words, this student attributed the lack of light at the crescent
moon phase to the Moon’s position on the “dark side” of the Earth relative to the Sun. While it
was inaccurate, this explanation demonstrated a consistent line of reasoning.
By contrast, Group E provided a more sophisticated illustration of the practice in the
following example, using the model to demonstrate their answer and supporting their claim that
decreased tilt would result in warmer winters and cooler summers in New York State.

SN: If the tilt of Earth's axis was decreased from 23.5 degrees to 15 degrees, New
York State's winters would become?
EK: Um, [looks straight ahead gesturing tilt with both hands] warmer … it would
become warmer. Okay, [grabs mini globe and demonstrates with it as he speaks]
so say New York was like just right now at normal 23 degrees … if we were to tilt
it to 15 degrees [inaudible 00:11:30] then it would be /… yeah.
SN: /It would be warmer because it would have more… [Gestures from model
light to mini globe – appears to indicate light from the Sun]
EK: Yeah.
SN: So, would it…so it would be/ warmer and the summers would be cooler.
EK: /Warmer. Okay, um … [places the mini globe with Northern Hemisphere in
summer position relative to the candle] so if you were to tilt it [moves mini globe
so that it tilts less] then it would be cooler.
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In this explanation, students demonstrated their understanding of the Earth’s tilt relative to the
Sun and indicated that the degree of tilt is essential to the changing seasons as experienced in the
Northern Hemisphere. Having stated their claim, they used the model to provide evidence that
decreased tilt would result in more direct solar radiation during the winter and less direct solar
radiation during the summer, and they reasoned to their answer choice.
Both of these examples illustrate students constructing explanations and, even though one
of those explanations is flawed, the components of the science practice are there. Examples like
these, from more nascent to more sophisticated explanations, were observed across the 18
groups.
Practice 7: Engaging in argument from evidence. There were 44 observed instances
of student groups engaging in argument from evidence across the aggregate data. As with
Practice 6, some students presented more complete arguments, including evidence and reasoning
for their claim while some student groups engaged in argument without fully explaining their
reasoning. The following examples illustrate the range of students’ engagement with Practice 7.
The following excerpt illustrates a weak example of engaging in argumentation. Group L
engaged in argument from evidence while trying to determine where new moon and full moon
positions were on the provided answer diagrams.

HC: Here is the new moon. So yeah, it has to be D.
AE: Why would it be D?
HC: Because, oh yeah, it is B. It’s B.
AE: Are you sure it’s B?
HC: Yes.
AE: So because …
HC: Because what …
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AE: I just, I don’t know which way the moon/ [crosstalk] …
HC: /Because look…new moon, new moon is right here, right? [Points to correct
new moon position] It’s moving, it’s moving [traces finger over orbit in answer
diagram], full moon, bam, right there.
AE: No, full moon is here [circles new moon position] New moon is here [circles
full moon position]
HC: That made no sense.
AE: This is, this is, look, the light is coming here. The planet is entire-, is here…
so it’s blocking the light from the moon [describing misconception]
HC: Okay, okay.
AE: So, it’s either this one or this one. Um, the light is coming here, oh …
JB: It’s B.
HC: I think it’s, I think it’s B.
AE: Okay. It was B or D. I’m going to go with that.

Student HC used the answer diagram to indicate the correct new moon and full moon positions,
but AE used the same diagram to argue the incorrect positions for those moon phases.
Furthermore, AE revealed a misconception in which she believed that the Earth is blocking the
light from the Moon (eclipse position). While AE provided evidence for her reasoning based on a
misconception, HC never provides clear reasoning for how she determined which position was
full moon and which was new moon.
In a more developed example of argumentation, Group A engaged in the following
dialogue as they tried to reach consensus around seasons item 3, “On which day will the noon
Sun be directly overhead in Australia?” They had to choose between (a) March 21, (b)
September 21, (c) June 21, and (d) December 21.

NC: Summer. [gestures tilt with hand] Because Australia would be tilted. The Sun
is actually… [inaudible]
CG: Because of the Southern Hemisphere, so.
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NC: It would be the opposite of us.
CG: So it’s not June.
NC: Australia would be…[gestures tilt with her hand] [inaudible 00:15:18].
CG: December?
NC: It’s not.
CG: It’s not June.
TC: Australia's in the …
CG: Southern...
NC: Southern Hemisphere.
TC: Yeah.
CG: So is it September 21st?
NC: No, because…. I think it’s September/. Because December would be…/
TC: /Yeah, I don’t know if…/ Wait, no… I think it’s …
NC: Summer for them… and for us…
TC: Wait, no.
NC: September, because December would be sum … [inaudible]
TC: I think it’s December, because… but okay. So, [inaudible] and this would…,
on December 21st this would be [inaudible] [Draws a diagram of the Earth and
Sun in the packet] Australia would be …
CG: [Inaudible].
TC: Yeah, see. Right?
NC: Yep.
TC: September would be…/
CG: / sort of in the middle…
NC: Yeah.
TC: So, it’s D.

During this exchange, NC argued that the Sun would be directly overhead in Australia on
September 21. She reasoned that it would be summer for Australia as well as for “us” in the
United States. TC presented a counterargument that the noon Sun would be directly overhead in
Australia on December 21, and generated a diagram as evidence to support his argument (Figure
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4.3) This evidence was enough to convince NC of TC’s argument, and the group ultimately
chose answer D – December 21.

Figure 4.3
Group A Diagram for Seasons Item 3

Practice 8: Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information. Across the
aggregate data for 18 groups, there were 54 observations of Practice 8: obtaining, evaluating, and
communicating information. This was the third most frequently observed practice behind
constructing explanations and asking questions. Examples of this practice included the use of
student-generated diagrams to communicate understanding (Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) as well as
the reading of scientific text in the form of tables, diagrams, and graphs. Practice 8 is broadly
defined, so there is a great deal of variation in the ways that student groups engaged with this
practice.
In the following excerpt, students in Group B demonstrated their ability to read scientific
text including diagrams and graphs in order to explain the key ideas being communicated. They
read and interpreted both a graph and a diagram so that they could reason about the relative
position of the Earth in relation to the Sun during winter, spring, summer, and fall.
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JT: So . . . energy from the Sun in watts at X is 600 . . . So, that’s probably during
the summer . . .
SC: Yeah, and it also has the longest number of daylight hours.
JT: Mmhm.
SC: So X would be summer, which means the Northern Hemisphere would be
tilted towards the Sun
During this brief exchange, the students were explicit about what the line for X on the graph
meant and used that understanding along with their knowledge about Earth’s tilt to interpret the
provided diagram and choose the correct answer.
In the next example, Group H studied a graph in order to answer the following question:
“Look at the darkened line segment on the graph. Which highlighted part of the model motion
best represents the situation that corresponds to the darkened line segment”?

JW: When it's the lightest because this is the moon illumination. [pointing to
graph] So, when it's like 100%, that's a full moon.
ML: Yeah, and is that the 20th?
JW: And so, we're down from the full moon so waxing gibbous? Waxing?
Waning?
JE: Waning, waning, waning.
ML: Yeah, waning.
Like the previous example, this group is explicit as they read and interpret what the graph means.
The ability to explain key ideas presented in the graph is one component to Practice 8.

Summary of Finding for Research Question 1
The goal of the analysis to address Research Question 1 was to describe the range of
ways that student groups engaged with the various science practices. The findings demonstrate
that each practice could be engaged in a variety of ways. Wider variation was seen among
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observed examples of model use, explanation construction, and engaging in argument. Among
these observed instances, it was possible to identify more nascent engagement with practices as
well as more robust engagement with practices. By contrast, practices of asking scientific
questions (Practice 1) and of obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information (Practice 8)
yielded examples within multiple categories of the benchmarks described in the Framework;
however, these categories do not appear to be hierarchical. These practices are characterized by a
range of examples, but those examples cannot be easily labeled as more or less sophisticated.

Research Question 2
How are the quality and extent of observed science practices related to the quality of the group’s
outcome?
Finding 1a: Groups with prior content instruction also tended to demonstrate high levels of
accuracy (10 – 14 accurate items) as well as high frequency of observed science practices.
As previously outlined in chapter 3, data tables were created for each group to categorize
each item from the problem solving activity according to the number of observed practices
evident during students’ dialogue, the quality of those practices (+ / -), and the accuracy of the
group’s final answer along with the sophistication of the reasoning around that answer. These
data tables were analyzed for patterns in group outcomes and in frequency and range of observed
practices. This analysis was used to categorize groups with common patterns in their outcomes
and engagement with science practices. Aggregated groups in each category are characterized
with descriptive statistics, and then representative groups are presented through rich description
of their peer interactions and tool use, supported by excerpts from their dialogue around
particular items from the activity.
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Seven of the eighteen groups (21 students) were sorted into the High Accuracy - High
Practices (HA – HP) category. Item accuracy for these groups ranged from 11 to 14 items
correct, and the frequency of observed science practices varied from 22 to 29 instances. Instances
of science practices were observed in 4 to 6 categories. Table 4.1 illustrates groups in the LA –
HP category including the number of accurate items, the frequency of observed practices, and the
range of practices (how many of the six categories of practices were observed over the course of
the problem solving activity).

Table 4.1
High Accuracy / High Science Practices Summary
Group

Accuracy

Frequency of Practice

Range of Practice

*A

14

29

5

*B

14

27

4

*C

14

26

5

*D

13

23

6

*F

12

23

5

*G

12

27

6

22

6

*H
11
* Indicates groups with prior content instruction

When aggregated, groups in this category answered items accurately 92% of the time. Of
those accurate items, 63% were associated with more sophisticated reasoning and 29% were
associated with less sophisticated reasoning as defined by the coding scheme. Only 8% of item
responses were inaccurate across the groups in the HA – HP category. Groups in this category
used the physical model on 25% of the items where it was available to them and, when they used
the model, they were accurate 75% of the time. Groups in this category came from both
advanced (3 groups) and general (4 groups) level class sections.
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A representative group from the HA – HP category is characterized in the following
section to provide a richer context for this finding. Group A correctly answered 14 of 14 items.
Group A
This group was among the highest performers in the sample. They had 100 percent
accuracy and 11 of the 14 correct answers were characterized by more sophisticated reasoning.
The group never used the physical model, which was available to them for six of the items.
Rather, they articulated their reasoning around the two-dimensional diagrams in the packet and
used gestures to indicate structure or movement within the system. Table 4.2 shows both the
accuracy and the frequency of observed practices for each item in the problem solving activity.

Table 4.2
Data Table for Group A

Table 4.2 includes specific item numbers. Black indicates model not present. Blue indicates model
present but not used. Red indicates model used.

Nature of peer interaction. Group A was characterized by a relatively balanced group
dynamic. The group consisted of two males and one female. The female was more soft-spoken,
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but she participated fully in the consideration of each question. One of the male participants was
more outspoken than the others, but the group sought consensus for each item. As the group
began looking at the activity packet, the female participant moved her seat closer to the male
participants so that all three students could read the activity questions and see all of the
associated diagrams and graphs. Each of the three participants took turns reading the items aloud.
This consistent interaction is reflected in the group’s peer interaction codes. All of the items were
coded at a high level of peer interaction.
Nature of cognitive tool use. Group A did not use the physical model at all during the
activity, but they used two dimensional representations in the form of provided diagrams, graphs,
and pictures extensively. They crossed off answers and pointed to various aspects of each item
(e.g. graph, picture or diagram) as they considered their answer. Additionally, one member of
group A generated his own diagrams for two of the items. He used those diagrams to explain his
thinking to the other participants, and they became the focus for discussion as the students
reasoned towards their answer (Figure 4.3 shows one of these diagrams).
The student dialogue that follows reflects high levels of peer interaction as well as
engagement with cognitive tools. This dialogue was in response to the following question related
to the causes of the seasons:
Figure 4.4
Seasons Item 3
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The students began discussing the question immediately, pointing to the provided map and
gesturing as they spoke.

In determining which day the noon Sun would be directly overhead in Australia, one participant
offers immediately that this would occur in summer. This claim is substantiated with evidence
(The Earth is tilted and Australia is in the Southern Hemisphere) and reasoning (seasons in
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Australia would be opposite of those experienced in the Northern Hemisphere due to the Earth’s
tilt). The participants briefly engage in argument as to whether the noon Sun would be directly
overhead in September or December in Australia. This leads one participant to generate a
diagram of the Earth’s tilt relative to the Sun with Australia indicated in the Southern
Hemisphere (figure 4.3). This diagram is used to focus the discussion and resolve the argument.
Although the participants do not articulate their reasoning in complete sentences, taken as a
whole, the response to this item regarding the causes of the seasons demonstrates relatively
sophisticated reasoning as well as engagement with multiple science practices.
The second excerpt of student dialogue, which follows, illustrates the type of consistent
sophisticated reasoning characteristic of HA – HP groups. The dialogue is in response to the
following item about the phases of the Moon:

Figure 4.5
Moon Item 3

The participants reason through their answer, engaging in several science practices as they work
towards consensus.
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One participant begins by initially eliminating two answers and then reconsidering one of them.
He makes the claim, “I actually think it’s A,” and explains his reasoning by referring to the twodimensional diagram in the packet. The other participants focus on the answer diagrams as well
and briefly engage in argument. A second participant offers a counterargument saying,
“Wouldn’t it [light] be on the right though?” and traces his pen over the right side of the moon
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phase pictured at the top of the page. The first participant is able to rebut this argument by
referring to the perspective of an individual observing the Moon from the Northern Hemisphere.
The group reaches consensus around their answer, crossing off each of the other answer choices
as they are eliminated.
In both of these examples, students engaged in high levels of peer interaction and tool use
while demonstrating multiple science practices. Among the HA – HP groups, this pattern was
consistent.
Finding 1b: Groups with little or no prior content instruction and a lower level of accuracy in
their outcomes (less than 10 items correct) tended to fall into one of two categories: (1) low level
of accuracy / high frequency of observed science practices, or (2) low level of accuracy / low
frequency of observed science practices.
Characterization of these two subgroups follows and includes aggregate data for each
category as well as rich description and dialogue excerpts for a representative group from each
category. When aggregated, groups in the Low Accuracy / High Science Practices (LA – HP)
category answered items accurately 39% of the time. Of those accurate items, 27% were
associated with more sophisticated reasoning and 77% were associated with less sophisticated
reasoning. 61% of item responses were inaccurate across the groups in the Low Accuracy / High
Science Practices category. Groups in this category used the physical model on 39% of the items
where it was available to them and, when they used the model, they were accurate 53% of the
time. Groups in the LA – HP category came from advanced (1 group), general (1 group) and
remedial (3 groups) level class sections. Table 4.3 illustrates groups in the LA – HP category
including the number of accurate items, the frequency of observed practices, and the range of
practices.
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Table 4.3
Low Accuracy / High Science Practices (LA-HP) Summary
Group

Accuracy

Frequency of Practice

Range of Practice

I

8

23

6

J

7

22

6

K

5

26

6

L

4

26

5

M

3

21

4

* Indicates groups with prior content instruction

Group K
The following description and excerpts from group K aim to characterize the ways that
groups in the LA – HP category tended to engage with science practices while reasoning from
limited or no prior content knowledge. The composite data display for Group K across all 14
items is shown in Table 4.4. This table displays both the accuracy and the frequency of observed
practices for each item from the activity.

Table 4.4
Data Table for Group K

Table 4.4 includes specific item numbers. Black indicates model not present. Blue indicates model
present but not used. Red indicates model used.
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Nature of peer interaction. Group K included three female participants, and the
dynamic of the group was balanced with all three participants contributing and engaging with
each item in the activity. A high level of peer interaction was demonstrated in the way that they
took turns reading each item aloud and in the way they engaged in argument while working
towards consensus around their answers.
Nature of cognitive tool use. This group relied heavily on the provided diagrams,
graphs, and pictures. These two dimensional representations were central to the group’s dialogue
and reasoning. One student generated her own diagram as the group attempted to picture what a
gibbous moon phase looks like, first drawing a crescent moon and then drawing a full moon and
shading a small piece of it before checking for group consensus. When this group used the
provided Moon phases model (on two of the three items where it was available to them), they
each manipulated a piece of the model, operating as a system. They used the physical model to
replicate what they saw in the two dimensional answer diagrams and compared the two
representations as they reasoned toward their answer.
In the following dialogue excerpt, the group endeavored to answer a question related to
Moon phases. This example illustrates how groups in the LA – HP category engaged with
multiple practices while reasoning incorrectly. Group K engaged with several science practices
as they reasoned towards an answer; however, two distinct misconceptions emerged during their
dialogue, revealing their limited content understanding around the topic.
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P2: Model
P4: Data
P6: Explanation
P7: Argument

BH: Which configuration of the model best represents the situation that corresponds to a waxing crescent
moon phase as seen in the Northern Hemisphere? Circle your answer.
CG: I want to be the light. I want to do a job.
BH: All right, so. Give CG the light. Give me the Moon ball, the moon. So, if this … [places Earth ball and
Moon ball next to each other]
CG: No, [grabs Moon ball and moves it counterclockwise around Earth ball] this has to circle around.
BH: Oh.
CG: Do you want to be the circler?
JK: Yes.
CG: Circle.
BH: Move the ball around.
[CG is holding flashlight, BH has placed Earth ball on table, and JK is moving Moon ball around Earth ball
counterclockwise]
BH: All right, now like stop here. Stop on this side.
CG: No, stop over here. We'll go A, B, C, D. We'll start over here.
BH: Okay, so, no shadow is showing so it's not … Oh wait. Like you can see the light from over here. So,
all right, that's like a possible answer. [Points back and forth between answer A diagram and the model]
Because see like it's dark over here with the moon. Here, give me the moon. See like, is that where you put
the …
CG: No.
BH: Don't move the flashlight.
CG: All right, go.
BH: Okay, so, when it goes over here like [points to Moon position in answer C – waxing gibbous and at
model Moon which is placed behind the Earth ball] and is over here like it's both in the dark. See that?
And then like over here is like light like this.
CG: Yeah.
BH: Do you see that?
CG: They're all like that.
JK: No it's not.
BH: And then over here it's getting light.
CG: Oh.
JK: So this is the daytime and then night … [revolving Moon ball towards and away from the light]
CG: But then what about C, it's the same thing.
BH: It's over here. It's getting light over here [holding Moon in 3rd quarter position]
CG: Ah-ha. So, it's A.
JK: Are you sure?
CG: That's what you guys just explained to me so.
JK: Okay.
BH: It needs to be a crescent, so…
CG: So, it would be A right?
JK: Yeah, it would be A.
CG: Yeah.
JK: No, it would be C.
CG: You know what, you need to pick one.
JK: It would be C.
CG: No because … What should we write on the paper now?
BH: Okay, this is the Moon.
CG: It's the Earth.
BH: That's the Earth, that's the Moon, got it?
JK: So, if it's over here [places Moon ball in waning gibbous position] there's light, a lot of light and
when you travel into the darkness … [moves Moon ball clockwise in back of the Earth ball – eclipse
position]
BH: There's not a lot of light. So it's …
CG: So, it's A.
JK: Are you sure?
CG: That's what you just …
JK: Oh, yeah, yeah, I did.
BH: Okay, A is our final answer.
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The students in Group K used the physical model to make observations about the Moon as they
moved it into various configurations, comparing what they saw with the two-dimensional answer
diagrams in the activity packet. The group used the model in order to generate observational data
and they engaged in argument as they reasoned towards consensus. These are relatively
sophisticated science practices, but the group fails to reach an accurate outcome because they
reasoned about the changing moon phases in terms of Earth’s “shadow,” choosing the full moon
configuration in answer A instead of the correct waxing crescent configuration.
The second category of groups with limited or no prior content instruction includes
groups that had both low accuracy and low frequency of observed science practices (LA – LP).
A summary of the aggregate data for these groups is shown in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5
Low Accuracy / Low Science Practices Summary
Group

Accuracy

Frequency of Practice

Range of Practice

N

6

11

1

*O

5

16

5

P

5

11

2

Q

4

14

4

R

3

13

3

* Indicates groups with prior content instruction

When aggregated, groups in the Low Accuracy / Low Science Practices category answered items
accurately 33% of the time. Of those accurate items, only 13% were associated with more
sophisticated reasoning and 87% were associated with less sophisticated reasoning. 67% of item
responses were inaccurate across the groups in the Low Accuracy / Low Science Practices
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category. Groups in this category used the physical model on 21% of the items where it was
available to them, and when they used the model, they were accurate 50% of the time. Groups in
the LA – LP category came from advanced (1 group), academic (3 groups) and remedial (1
groups) level class sections.

Group P
Group P illustrates the kinds of interactions and engagement with the content typical of a
low practices/low content group. Group P was comprised of two females and one male
participant. They were hesitant when attempting to reason through the items in the problem
solving activity. This uncertainty seemed related, primarily, to their lack of content knowledge
around the topics. Table 4.6 presents a summary of their data across question prompts.

Table 4.6
Data Table for Group P

Table 4.6 includes specific item numbers. Black indicates model not present. Blue indicates model
present but not used. Red indicates model used.
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Nature of peer interaction. The group was characterized by engagement with just two
of the six possible science practices. They asked scientific questions as well as clarifying
questions, but these were almost exclusively directed to the researcher who was facilitating the
activity, rather than towards each other. The participants were reluctant to engage directly with
each other but rather offered explanations, when prompted, directly to the researcher. The group
received high codes for peer interaction because each of the participants spoke about each item,
but the nature of their interaction was disconnected and driven, largely, by prompts from the
researcher. The group answered five of the 14 items accurately (Table 4.6) but offered less
sophisticated and often flawed reasoning around those answers.
Nature of cognitive tool use. Group P relied primarily on the provided diagrams, graphs, and
pictures, focusing on surface characteristics (e.g. “how much light it [Moon in diagram] has”)
and relative position (e.g. “it’s closer to the Sun”). This group’s use of the physical model was
limited in comparison with groups from the HA – HP and LA – HP categories. The physical
model was used for one Moon item when a student picked it up and demonstrated to her group
how the Moon ball revolved around the Earth ball. Additionally, the model was used as a
reference on a two part seasons question (2 items) when a student picked it up and located
Australia and then a North American city. In both cases, the model was used for simple
demonstration or for reference, but was not actively used for reasoning. The following dialogue
excerpt is in response to Moon Item 1, which is shown in Figure 4.6. The participants in Group P
chose the correct answer to this prompt, but they were unable to provide correct reasoning for
that answer. In the absence of content knowledge, they based their explanation on flawed
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reasoning. This example illustrates the type of flawed reasoning and limited engagement with
practices that characterized the LA – LP groups.
Figure 4.6
Moon Item 1
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In the second dialogue excerpt from Group P, participant NT chooses the correct answer
diagram but she offers reasoning for her answer based on a comparison of the shape of the
curved line segment in the provided graph with the similar shape of the curved line segment in
the answer diagram. She is unable to offer any further explanation or evidence for her answer
choice and does not attempt to use the physical model available to her. This focus on surface
characteristics is also indicative of the LA – LP groups.

Summary of Finding 1: In summary, the student groups with prior content instruction
tended to demonstrate high levels of accuracy, and they showed facility using multiple
representations, sometimes creating their own drawings in order to explain their reasoning. The
student groups with little or no prior content instruction were divided into two groups. The LA –
HP groups had lower accuracy on their responses to the items, but demonstrated high levels of
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peer interaction and some facility with multiple representations as they attempted to reason
towards an answer. Ultimately, these groups were held back from reasoning around the science
concepts correctly due to their lack of content understanding. Finally, the LA – LP groups not
only had a low accuracy rate but also interacted less with their peers and struggled to use the
representations provided to them, generally focusing on surface characteristics rather than using
those representations effectively as tools for reasoning.

Finding 2: There is a moderate positive correlation between the accuracy of groups’ outcomes
and the frequency of science practices observed during the collaborative group activity.
During the process of analysis in response to Research Question 2, a pattern emerged in
the data for groups with prior content instruction. When the groups were ordered according to
their item accuracy, the frequency of observed science practices for each of those groups also
appeared to be ordered. This initial pattern inspired further analysis to include the groups in the
categories with little or no prior content instruction. Thus, a secondary analysis was conducted to
determine if there was a statistical correlation between the number of items that groups
responded to accurately and the number of science practices that were observed as those groups
reasoned toward their answer. This analysis indicated a moderate positive correlation between
the accuracy of groups’ outcomes and the frequency of observed science practices (R = 0.65,
p<0.05). This indicates that there is a tendency for high outcome accuracy to be associated with
high frequency of observed science practices and for low outcome accuracy to be associated with
low frequency of observed science practices.
All but one of the groups with prior content instruction were categorized as HA – HP and
four of the six student groups from advanced class sections were placed in this category. One of
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the advanced groups was categorized in the LA – HP category and one of the advanced groups
was categorized in the LA – LP category. Students from general class sections were spread
across all three categories: four in the HA – HP category, one in the LA – HP category, and three
in the LA – LP category. Further, student groups from remedial class sections were distributed in
both the LA – HP category (4 groups) and the LA – LP category (2 groups).
The role of prior content instruction in explaining the correlation between the accuracy of
group outcomes and the frequency with which they engage in science practices is complicated by
the fact that all five groups in the LA – HP category had little or no prior content instruction.
This is not to assert that they had no prior content knowledge, because many elementary level
science curriculums include lessons on moon phases and/or seasons, but these groups had not
had content instruction during the current academic year, yet they still engaged frequently with
practices (from 21 – 26 instances of observed science practices per group).
This analysis does not suggest that the relationship between frequency of science
practices and accuracy of group outcome is causal. Just because student groups that had higher
item accuracy also tended to engage more frequently with science practices does not mean that
the engagement with practices factored directly in that outcome. However, this correlation
warrants further analysis and discussion. The potential interplay between science practices and
accuracy of outcomes will be addressed further in the discussion.

Research Question 3
In what ways do student groups use the physical model while engaging with science practices
during a shared collaborative activity?
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Finding: There were broad variations in the ways that students used the provided model across
the three categories of student groups (HA – HP, LA – HP, LA – LP).

High Accuracy – High Practices Category (HA – HP)
Seven student groups were categorized as HA – HP. Two of those groups, Group A and
Group C, never used the model. Across the five remaining groups, the model was used on 13
items or an average of 2.6 items per group on average. Groups in the HA – HP category used the
model while reasoning, explaining, and engaging in argumentation. The following three
examples illustrate the ways in which HA – HP groups interacted with the model as they
engaged with the problem solving activity. These patterns of engagement are slightly different
from the LA – HP groups and very different from the LA – LP groups.
Group D. Group D provides an example of dialogue, anchored around the model, where
the students were engaged with two different practices simultaneously. While answering
Seasons Item 5, students in Group D engaged in argumentation around the model, and student
MK used the model to demonstrate part of her explanation.

CS: Everything would be
ES: Be colder . . .
CS: No, I don’t think it would be cooler because [gestures with both hands] it’s
like [tilts hands to the left] away from . . . But if it’s farther away from the Sun
ES: Well, look [picks up the globe] it’s like this
MK: If it’s away [pushes globe so it has less tilt] and it moves to 15 . . .it’s going
to be warmer
CS: [holding both hands, palms facing in, somewhat circular up in front of her
face] Yeah
ES: Oh, I see . . .yeah
MK: Because the Northern Hemisphere is tilting more towards it
ES: Winter’s like that
CS: And what would the summers be? Cooler?
ES: Be warmer . . .
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CS: Because summers wouldn’t be as [gestures tilt with both hands]
ES: Winters would become . . .
CS: Warmer, and summers would become cooler
ES: Yeah. It’s A [circles answer – correct]. So A.

After student MK used the mini globe to demonstrate a change in Earth’s tilt, CS responded in
the affirmative, and ES conceded saying, “Oh, I see. Yeah.” Having used the model as evidence
to resolve the argument, the group continued on to reason to the correct answer.

Low Accuracy – High Practices Category (LA – HP)
Five student groups were categorized as LA – HP. One of those groups, Group M, did not
use the model. Across the other four groups, the model was used on 13 items, or 3.25 items per
group on average. Groups in the LA – LP category used the model while reasoning, making
observations, explaining, and engaging in argumentation. The following excerpt characterizes
the ways in which groups in the LA – HP category engaged with the model in the context of the
problem solving activity which are slightly different from the HA – HP groups and quite
different from the LA – LP groups.
Group K. Group K exemplified the ways in which science practices and concept
understanding could interplay towards inaccurate reasoning while problem-solving. The
following excerpt is from Group K’s response to Moon Item 4 (Figure 4.7) and involved students
using the model to make observations and to reason toward their answer although that reasoning
was flawed.
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Figure 4.7
Moon Item 4

Student BH begins by instructing student JK to simulate the Moon’s revolution around the Earth:

BH: Move the ball around.
[CG is holding flashlight, BH has placed Earth ball on table, and JK is moving
Moon ball around Earth ball counterclockwise]
BH: All right, now like stop here. Stop on this side.
CG: No, stop over here. We'll go A, B, C, D. We'll start over here.
BH: Okay, so, no shadow is showing so it's not … Oh wait. Like you can see the
light from over here. So, all right, that's like a possible answer. [Points back and
forth between answer A diagram and the model] Because see like it's dark over
here with the moon. Here, give me the moon. See like, is that where you put theCG: No.
BH: Don't move the flashlight.
CG: All right, go.
BH: Okay, so, when it goes over here like [points to Moon position in answer C –
waxing gibbous and at Moon ball which is placed behind the Earth ball, and in its
shadow] and is over here like it's both in the dark. See that? And then like over
here is like, light like this.
CG: Yeah.
BH: Do you see that?
CG: They're all like that.
JK: No it's not.
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BH: And then over here it's getting light.
CG: Oh.
JK: So this is the daytime and then night … [revolving Moon ball towards and
away from the light]
CG: But then what about C, it's the same thing.
BH: It's over here. It's getting light over here [holding Moon in 3rd quarter
position]
CG: Ah-ha. So, it's A.
JK: Are you sure?
CG: That's what you guys just explained to me so.
JK: Okay.

The students in Group K manipulated the model and made observations about the way
the light was hitting the Moon ball in several positions. They compared their observations with
the answer diagrams before choosing an answer, but their misconceptions about day/night cycles
(confused with the revolution of the Moon) and about full moon versus new moon position
confounded their ability to choose the correct answer diagram (B) for a waxing crescent moon
phase. This excerpt shows how even with high engagement with a range of science practices,
inaccurate reasoning from incomplete prior understandings can persist.

Low Accuracy – Low Practices Category (LA – LP)
Five student groups were characterized as LA – LP. Two of those groups, Group N and
Group O, never used the provided model. Across the other three groups, the model was used on
six items or an average of 2 items per group. The LA – LP groups tended to use the model on the
same items (Seasons Question 3). Five of those six items where LA – LP groups used the model
were from the same question, Seasons Question 3, which had a part A and part B that counted as
two separate items. The other item was Moon Question 1. Unlike the HA – HP groups and the
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LA – HP groups, the LA – LP groups primarily used the model as a point of reference (e.g.
locating Australia on the globe; demonstrating rotation or revolution of the Earth). There was
only one instance where the model was used actively while a student reasoned (Group Q below),
and that reasoning was flawed and disconnected from the model motion.
In the following excerpt from Group Q, student TM uses the mini globe as a reference for
Australia’s location before AB begins to manipulate the mini globe as she reasons aloud:

LV: Look at this map of the world. On which day will the noon sun be directly
overhead in Australia? [Looks at mini globe – then TM picks up mini globe]
TM: [pointing on globe] Australia’s right here.
LV: Uh … I think it would be [AB grabs packet and pulls it in front of her so she
can read]
AB: [pulls model globe and light in front of her – then rereads question] Which
day would the noon’s Sun… What’s a noon Sun?/
LV: it’s just…/
AB: /oh… [Spins globe as she speaks] If it’s turning then… [Pause] December.
Interviewer: Okay. Why do you think it’s December?
LV: Because, like, because when it’s winter on, on the, one side of the earth …it’s
not winter over there. It’s like, sunny.
Interviewer: So, when it’s winter…?
LV: Like when it’s winter, when it’s winter in, like, the Western Hemisphere, it’s
like summer in the Eastern Hemisphere.
Interviewer: Okay. So you’re saying they’re opposite from us?
LV: Yeah.
In this instance, student AB actually manipulates the mini globe as she thinks aloud. She
recognizes that Australia’s seasons are opposite those in North America, but she incorrectly
attributes this to differences in the Eastern and Western hemispheres, confounding her
understanding of seasons with the Earth’s rotation (day/night cycles). No other practices are
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observed as this group addresses the problem at hand, and there is very little peer interaction to
support engagement of the practices.

Comparison of Model Use across Categories
Across the 13 items where groups in the HA – HP category used the model, those groups
consistently reasoned around the model, constructing explanations, and engaging in argument.
Students in these groups engaged with the model and other two dimensional representations
fluidly and confidently, moving back and forth between representations. Most of the excerpts
from group dialogue included overlapping instances of explanation and argument. Additionally,
students in these groups frequently used the model to demonstrate well-formulated explanations
once they had chosen an answer.
In the LA – HP category, groups also used the model on 13 items. These groups used the
model in similar ways to the HA – HP groups, constructing explanations and engaging in
argumentation. However, in the LA – HP category, there were two examples where students
used the model to make multiple observations as they reasoned toward an answer. In these
instances, it seemed that the students were using the model as a physical reference, perhaps in
support of an incomplete or flawed mental model. This behavior was not observed within the
high accuracy category where students may have had stronger mental models of the phenomena
under study.
Model use within the LA – LP category differed significantly from the first two
categories. First, there were simply fewer instances (six total) where students used the provided
model. There is only one example where a student group used the Moon phases model which
was arguably more complicated than the Seasons model because the Moon phases model
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involves three referents and perspective-taking. Furthermore, the rest of the examples of model
use were all related to Seasons Items 3a and b. The model for seasons was a mini globe, a
familiar type of model. However, students only used that globe as a reference, locating Australia
in its Southern Hemisphere or demonstrating Earth’s rotation or revolution. No further reasoning
around the model was attempted among these groups. This use of the mini globe for geographic
reference was consistent across all groups in the category.

Summary of Finding
In summary, a range of uses of the physical model were observed across groups, and the
ways that groups interacted with the model could be characterized for the HA – HP, LA – HP,
and LA – LP categories, with characteristic model use varying from one category to another.
Additionally, use of the physical model was associated with several different science practices.
Notable in these findings was the way that the science content understanding shared across the
group interplayed with their model use to result in reasoning about the problems at different
levels of sophistication. Groups in the HA – HP category appeared to move between the model
and two-dimensional representations fluidly, using them for demonstration as they constructed
explanations and engaged in argument. It appeared that their model use was undergirded by
strong mental models. By contrast, the LA – HP groups and the LA – LP groups appeared to
have less robust mental models, so their model use was less fluid. The LA – HP groups used the
model as a tool for reasoning but with apparent flaws in their understanding, and the LA – LP
groups appeared to be limited enough by their lack of content understanding that they could not
access the affordances of the model beyond using it as a geographic reference.
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Overall Summary
The goals of this research are to identify and describe what overlapping science practices
look like among 8th and 9th grade students who are engaged in a shared collaborative activity and
to examine the contextual factors that influence students’ engagement with practices, including
the presence of a physical model. Further, this study aims to examine the relationship between
students’ engagement with practice and their content understanding as reflected in the accuracy
of their answers. Towards this end, the research study examined three research questions.
Overall, the findings show that students engaged with a range of science practices both with and
without the use of a physical model and that student groups could be categorized in terms of both
the frequency of their engagement with practices and the accuracy of their answers. Discussion
of these findings in light of the literature, and their implications for curriculum and classroom
teaching in science, are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Engagement with science practices is an important component of the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS) and this engagement provides students with the opportunity to deepen
their conceptual understanding of science content while concurrently deepening their
understanding of how scientists construct new knowledge. As one of the three dimensions of the
NGSS, it is important for curriculum developers, teachers, and teacher educators to be able to
identify instances of observed science practices, even in nascent form, among students and to
better understand the contexts in which such practices are fostered because, as Jonathan Osborne
argues, “Engaging students in scientific practices will make cognitive demands of a form that
science education rarely does and that asking students to engage in practice can improve the
quality of their learning” (2014, p. 587).

Summary of Findings and Connections to the Literature
This work provides examples of both nascent and more sophisticated instances of
practices among middle school students, paying particular attention to model development and
use as a central practice of science. In addition, the study examines, through a distributed
cognition lens, the relationship between the frequency of observed science practices and the
accuracy of groups’ outcomes during a problem solving activity.
The findings of this research extend work that has been done to understand how students
engage with multiple science practices as well as research specifically targeted at understanding
the practice of model use and development. The study contributes to the former body of work by
examining how students engage with overlapping science practices as part of a collaborative
activity. It contributes to the latter body of work by analyzing the various ways that student
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groups interact with models during the course of a problem solving activity and by identifying
specific patterns of behaviors and engagement that may be building blocks for modelling
practice. Furthermore, this study extends research around distributed cognition, making an
argument for examining students’ engagement with science practices through this theoretical
lens.

Science Practices Observed during a Small Group Problem Solving Activity
Six of the eight science practices outlined in the Framework and the NGSS were observed
multiple times among groups as they engaged in the problem solving activity. Some practices
(model use, explanation construction, engaging in argument) yielded wider variation in the
representative examples. Specifically, it was possible to identify nascent versus more robust
examples of practice within the range of observed instances of these practices. For instance, the
practice of model use yielded examples where students focused on surface features of the
provided model (a globe) and merely used that model as a point of reference (e.g., locating
Australia in the Southern Hemisphere). However, that practice also yielded examples in which
students used the physical model to generate observational data, reasoning from those
observations toward an answer. By contrast, instances of asking scientific questions (Practice 1)
could be categorized as a particular type of question (e.g., asking questions about the natural
world; asking probing questions to get at the premise of an argument), but those categories did
not appear to be hierarchical.
There were very few observed instances of Analyzing and Interpreting Data (Practice 4),
and those observed instances were very similar in nature (i.e., generating observational data by
placing the Moon model in a variety of positions), so it was not possible to identify nascent
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versus sophisticated practices in that limited sample. The dearth of examples for Practice 4 as
well as the absence of examples for Practice 5 (Using Mathematics and Computational Thinking)
were, in part, due to the nature of the problems presented to the students. The activity did not
require them to engage with Practice 5 and provided limited opportunity for them to analyze and
interpret data. Had the tasks been different, students may have engaged with a different set of
practices.
Connections to science practices literature. The primary contribution of this study to
the literature around science practices has to do with its characterization of overlapping science
practices as part of a collaborative group activity. A good deal of research has been done around
specific science practices like developing and using models (Grosslight, Unger & Jay, 1991;
Harrison & Treagust, 2000; Lehrer & Schauble, 2006; Rivet & Kastens, 2012; Schwarz et al.,
2009) or engaging in argumentation (Andriessen, 2006; Berland & McNeill, 2010; McNeill &
Krajcik, 2008), but most of these studies have not attended to the ways in which students are
engaging in multiple practices within specific contexts. This study characterizes overlapping
practices and describes both nascent and more robust examples of a variety of practices. This is
an area of research that needs further attention given the scope of the Next Generation Science
Standards. As more states implement these standards, students will be expected to engage with
science practices, and teachers will be charged not only with facilitating that engagement, but
with assessing students’ fluency with science practices. It is not likely that students’ interaction
around practices or the opportunities to assess those interactions will be divided into discrete
categories, as much of the research has been thus far.
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Relationship between Accuracy of Outcome and Engagement with Practices
This study revealed a moderate positive correlation between the number of accurate
responses groups gave in the problem solving activity and the frequency of observed science
practices for those groups (R = 0.65, p<0.05). It would appear that there is some relationship
between each group’s conceptual knowledge about the Earth Science topics under study and
their procedural knowledge reflected in their engagement with multiple science practices,
although this relationship may not be causal. It is also plausible that there is some process of
bootstrapping that occurs as students deepen their conceptual understanding and, perhaps, have
greater exposure to the practices by which that knowledge is constructed. Likewise, as they
engage further with practices of model use, data analysis and interpretation, explanation
construction, and argumentation, it would follow that they would, through this engagement,
deepen their conceptual understanding of the phenomenon under study. The metaphor of
bootstrapping attempts to describe the reciprocal nature of these concurrent processes.
Groups with prior content instruction generally tended to demonstrate high levels of
accuracy as well as high frequency of observed practices (HA – HP), while groups with little to
no prior content instruction generally tended to demonstrate low levels of accuracy along with
either high frequency of observed science practices or low frequency of observed science
practices. Among the groups with low accuracy but high frequency of observed science practices
(LA – HP), the researcher noted the articulation of several misconceptions. These groups may
represent an intermediate level between the low accuracy – low practices (LA – LP) and high
accuracy – high practices (HA – HP) groups in a model where bootstrapping is occurring.
Another potential interpretation of this data may focus on the role of prior content
knowledge to explain the correlation between group outcome accuracy and engagement with
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science practices. Indeed, all groups in the HA – HP category had prior content instruction and
all but one group in the low accuracy categories (both LA – HP and LA – LP had little to no
prior content instruction. This division might lend itself to an interpretation that students with
prior content instruction perform with higher accuracy on problem solving tasks and that they
engage frequently with science practices as they do so; however, this interpretation is
complicated by the LA – HP groups who had limited prior content instruction and low accuracy
but who frequently engaged with science practices as they reasoned through the provided
problems (a range of 21-26 observed instances per group as compared with 22-29 observed
instances per group in the HA – HP category). The researcher noted that groups in this category
articulated common misconceptions as they reasoned (e.g., the Earth’s “shadow” on the moon as
the cause of changing phases; confusion between the Moon’s revolution around the Earth and
day/night cycles; distance of the Earth from the Sun as the cause for the seasons). The interplay
of misconceptions and limited prior content knowledge may provide some insight into the low
accuracy of groups in this category, but these factors do not provide a sufficient explanation for
why groups in this category engaged with science practices with relative frequency.
Connections to distributed cognition and bootstrapping literature. The relationship
between groups’ accuracy on problem solving items and the group’s frequency of engagement
with science practices suggests that there may be a process of bootstrapping happening as they
deepen their content understanding through engagement with practices and, potentially, gain
greater access to engagement with practices like model use and argumentation as they gain
deeper content understanding. Carey (2004) asserts that, “Many psychologists, historians, and
philosophers of science have appealed to the metaphor of bootstrapping in order to explain
learning of a particularly difficult sort – those cases in which the endpoint of the process
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transcends in some qualitative way the starting point” (p. 59). Several researchers have explored
the notion of bootstrapping (Carey, 2004; Koslowski, 1996; Rivet, et al, 2013), but this concept
has not yet been studied in the context of engaging with overlapping science practices while
problem solving.
Salomon (1993) argued that, when individuals engage in a distributed cognitive system,
that engagement with cognitive tools and peers has the potential to leave “cognitive residues” in
the form of increased individual competencies. By this logic, students who engage with science
practices as part of a collaborative activity may have greater competency when engaging with
those practices in future activity. This concept aligns with current theory around learning
progressions. The current study was not designed to look for cognitive residues in the form of
deepened understanding of practices or content over any length of time. However, the correlation
between groups’ accuracy and their frequency of engagement with science practices does suggest
that there may be a process of bootstrapping happening, a relationship worth interrogating
further.

Differences in Model Use among Groups
There were notable differences across the three categories of groups (HA – HP, LA – HP,
LA – LP) in terms of model use. The HA – HP groups were observed using the model to reason,
explain, and engage in argumentation. Groups in this category demonstrated fluidity in their
model use, both engaging in overlapping instances of explanation and argument, and in creating
their own representations in the form of drawings. Students in the HA – HP groups frequently
used the provided model to demonstrate well-articulated explanations. This may be indicative of
strong mental models among students in the HA – HP category.
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Students in the LA – HP category also reasoned with the model and engaged in both
explanation and argumentation. However, unlike the HA – HP groups, students in the LA – HP
groups were observed using the model to make observations as they reasoned. In two examples,
the groups placed the model in several different positions, using it as a physical reference point
while they reasoned. This use of the model may have been in support of less robust mental
models, where students in the HA – HP groups tended to use the model to demonstrate already
well-reasoned explanations.
Model use observed among the LA – LP groups was starkly different from that observed
among both the HA – HP and LA – HP groups. Among LA – LP groups, the model was used
almost exclusively for reference. In fact, there was only one observed example among these
groups where students used the model while reasoning. Even so, their reasoning was
disconnected from the model motion and was not furthered by their manipulation of the model.
All other observed examples of model use among LA – LP groups occurred on one particular
seasons item in which students were asked a question which referenced Australia. Groups that
manipulated the model while discussing this item simply used it as a reference, locating
Australia on the globe, but not attempting to reason any further with the model. It appeared that
students in the LA – LP groups did not have enough content understanding to gain access to the
model as a tool for reasoning. They did not know how to access the affordances of the model,
and so they focused on the more familiar surface characteristics (i.e., locating Australia).
Connections to distributed cognition, models, and modelling literature. Distributed
cognition theory is based on the premise that the reciprocal relationship between the individual’s
cognition and distributed cognition has the potential to produce deeper reasoning than the
individual’s cognition in isolation (Magnus, 2007; Nardi, 1998; Xu & Clark, 2012). This study
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found that, while all of the groups engaged, to some extent, with science practices, and all of the
groups were characterized with medium to high levels of peer interaction, the outcomes of the
groups varied considerably. Prior content knowledge as an aspect of individuals’ cognition may
be a factor that influences both outcomes and model use across the three categories of groups.
For example, among HA – HP groups, students were able to articulate clear explanations for
their answers, and they used the model provided in order to explain their reasoning or engage in
argument, but they were not reliant on the model. Students in those HA – HP groups may have
brought more prior content knowledge in the form of stronger mental models than students in the
low accuracy groups (LA – LP and LA – HP).
Lehrer and Schauble (2006) argue that practice around models is complex and that it
must be developed over an extended period of time. They assert that novice interpretation of
models typically focuses on literal similarity, a finding shared by other researchers (Grosslight,
Unger & Jay, 1991; Rivet & Kastens, 2012; Schwarz et al., 2009). The findings of this study
affirm earlier findings and extend this argument. Students in the LA – LP groups tended to avoid
using the provided model and, when they did, they used it merely as a reference, locating a point
on the globe. This focus on surface features seemed to indicate a barrier to access for students
with limited content understanding. By contrast, students in the HA – HP groups moved fluidly
between the physical model and two dimensional representations, engaging in overlapping
instances of explanation and argument.
The LA – HP groups may represent an intermediate level of model use because they were
able to construct explanations and engage in argument as they reasoned with the model, but in
two instances these groups also used the model as a physical reference so that they could make
observations as they reasoned towards an answer. In these instances, it may be that students had
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enough of a conceptual understanding to access the model for reasoning, but that they were
working with less robust mental models than the HA – HP groups and, as a result, used the
model in various positions to help them reason towards an answer. This middle ground around
model use represented in the LA – HP groups may provide additional evidence that there is a
process of bootstrapping occurring as students engage with practices while concurrently
deepening their conceptual understanding.

Challenges and Limitations
There were several limitations to this study. The first of these limitations was that the
data were collected as part of a larger study and were analyzed as archival data in this study. This
is a limitation because the researcher could not go back to these specific classrooms and students
in the event that additional data were needed. Furthermore, the data collection preceded the
development of research questions and methods for analysis, so the study was constrained by the
nature of the data that were collected. Despite these limitations, the data proved robust enough
to support the methods for analysis used to answer these research questions.
Second, this sample is not truly random. Students were selected from the pool of fullyconsented students according to their willingness to participate and, in some cases, their
availability during study hall. While this is a limitation, every effort was made to include
students from a wide range of demographics, and the sample was reflective of the schools’
demographics as a whole.
The nature of the problem solving activity was one in which the problems were closed.
There was one correct answer for each item and students were aware of that as they engaged
with the activity. This necessarily affected the way students approached those problems and
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potentially affected the ways in which they engaged with science practices while solving those
problems. Additionally, the selection of questions for the problem solving activity created
opportunities for some practices (e.g., explanation construction, model use, and argumentation)
more than others (e.g., data analysis and interpretation). Keeping this limitation in mind, the
study still yielded valuable insights about student groups’ engagement with science practices,
differences in groups’ model use, and the relationship between groups’ accuracy and engagement
with practices.
Implications
Osborne argued that engagement with science practices provides students with a window
into what scientists do and teachers with a window into students’ thinking (2007). The
externalization of reasoning that takes place in the context of students engaging with science
practices during small group problem solving creates opportunities for teachers to assess both
students’ content knowledge and procedural knowledge as it relates to engagement with science
practices. This has significant implications for the design of curriculum and materials for the
science classroom as well as implications for teachers and teacher educators.
Curriculum designers should create curricular materials that encourage these types of
small group collaborations around a problem or set of problems. In this way, they can provide
the structure for students’ engagement with practices while providing teachers with a unique
avenue for assessment of students’ reasoning. Moreover, curricular materials should include
common misconceptions and suggested questions, examples, and activities to elicit and address
those misconceptions. By providing more structure to curricular materials, curriculum designers
can offer teachers better tools with which to assess students’ reasoning and greater opportunities
to scaffold students’ engagement with science practices as they reason around science concepts.
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Likewise, teachers and teacher educators should implement pedagogical approaches that allow
students to engage with science practices in these contexts.
In order to achieve this, teachers (both pre service and in service) should be provided
with professional development opportunities that help them identify and foster science practices
as students engage with them during small group collaboration; this professional development
should include opportunities for teachers to watch video of students engaging in problem solving
activities so that they can identify and discuss the science practices students are engaging with.
Through these types of professional development opportunities, teachers can learn how to
identify and assess students’ science practices as they observe them in the classroom. By helping
students articulate what they are doing in the moment, teachers can encourage them to reflect,
metacognitively, on their engagement with science practices and their reasoning. Because
science practices are inherently social, it may be more appropriate for teachers to assess students’
fluency with practices in these types of small group contexts rather than attempting to assess
students’ engagement with practices in isolation (as with a written exam).
Finally, teachers need professional development opportunities that specifically address
the affordances of models in classroom instruction. Models can be powerful tools to support
students’ reasoning yet, in many classrooms, they are simply used for demonstration purposes.
Teachers need to understand the power of models for reasoning towards new science
understandings and they need targeted professional development in order to learn how to
scaffold such hands-on experiences for students. Further, teachers need to understand how to
support students in mapping between models and the target phenomena and how to identify
common misconceptions as students engage with models. These goals for teachers could be met
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through a combination of educative curriculum materials and targeted professional development
opportunities.

Recommendations for Future Research
This study could be extended by capturing a larger sample in order to see if patterns hold
across a larger group. Additionally, a larger-scale study may further validate the emergent codes
around model use (e.g., as reference, making observations, explaining); these codes may be
helpful indicators for teachers of the building blocks to modeling practice. If instructors can help
students identify and articulate what they are doing (explaining, demonstrating, interpreting,
etc.), the metacognitive aspect of that exercise could help students build toward more
sophisticated reasoning and engagement with modelling practice. Further, a similar study
designed with open-ended problems may allow for multiple practices and a more authentic
context for engagement with these practices.
A larger scale study could be developed to investigate whether the correlation between
item accuracy and frequency of science practices holds in a larger sample size. This could be a
first step in further investigating the possible bootstrapping between content understanding and
engagement with science practices. If there is a process of bootstrapping that happens as students
engage with science practices while concurrently deepening their understanding of science
content, this would contribute to the growing body of research around learning progressions.
An additional area for further investigation involves the relationship between overlapping
practices as enacted by students working in the context of small group problem solving. Some of
the practices tend to hang together (e.g. constructing explanations and engaging in argument)
which warrants further analysis to investigate whether there are patterns to students’ engagement
with practices. Do some practices tend to precede others during group interactions? Is there a
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pattern of engagement with practices that correlates with more accurate group outcomes during
problem solving? These are questions that might be answered with additional analysis but may
best be pursued with an expanded data set around targeted problem solving tasks.

Conclusion
The frontiers of science are pushed when scientists engage with practices in order to
construct or deepen their knowledge about the natural world. It can be inferred then, that students
should also engage with practices of science as they deepen their own understandings of science.
Science practices are one of three dimensions on which the Framework and the Next Generation
Science Standards are built. As such, a significant amount of effort and resources needs to be
focused on better understanding how students engage with science practices and the contextual
factors that facilitate and foster that engagement. While there is a significant literature base that
explores specific practices in relative isolation, there are few, if any, studies that characterize
what students’ engagement with overlapping science practices looks like within the context of a
collaborative activity and how that engagement with practices is related to students’ content
understanding.
The significance of this study is in its contributions to our understanding of what complex
and overlapping science practices look like among students engaged in collaborative problem
solving and in its examination of the contextual factors that influence both their engagement with
practices and their reasoning. This understanding is valuable for curriculum designers, teachers,
and teacher educators as they endeavor to structure opportunities for students to engage with
science practices in collaborative contexts and as they attempt to assess students’ engagement
with those science practices and the resulting externalized reasoning.
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Appendix A: Group Activity Questions (12 pages total)

Moon Phases Questions – Part 1
1. Which configuration of the model best represents the situation that corresponds to a waxing
gibbous moon phase as seen from the Northern Hemisphere? (Circle your answer)

(a)

(b)

light

light

(c)

(d)

light

light

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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2. Which of the following configurations would result in the moon phase pictured above as seen by
the figure in the Northern Hemisphere?

(a)

(b)
light

(c)

light

(d)
light

light

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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Moon, percent illumination

Percentage of the Moon’s visible surface illuminated
each night during September 2010

Days in September 2010

3. Look at the darkened line segment on the graph. Which highlighted part of the model motion best
represents the situation that corresponds to the darkened line segment? Circle the best option.

(a)

(b)

light

light

(c)

(d)

light

light
t

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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Moon Phases Questions – Part 2
1. Which configuration of the model best represents the situation that corresponds to a waxing
crescent moon phase as seen from the Northern Hemisphere? (Circle your answer)

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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2. Which of the following configurations would result in the moon phase pictured above as seen by
the figure in the Northern Hemisphere?

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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Moon, percent illumination

Percentage of the Moon’s visible surface illuminated
each night during September 2010

Days in September 2010

3. Look at the darkened line segment on the graph. Which highlighted part of the model motion best
represents the situation that corresponds to the darkened line segment? Circle the best option.

(a)
light

(b)
light

(c)
light

(d)
light

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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Seasons – Part 1
The Graph below shows the amount of energy from the Sun received at a location in the
Northern Hemisphere. Each line on the graph shows the data for one day during a year.

1. Label the configuration below with the letters X, Y, and Z to correspond with the graph above
(letters may be used more than once)

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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2. On which day of the year does the noon Sun reach the greatest altitude over New York
City?

A. June 21
B. August 21
C. July 21
D. September 21

Which diagram below represents the tilt of Earth’s axis relative to the Sun’s rays on that
day?

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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Look at this map of the world:

3. On which day will the noon Sun be directly overhead in Australia?
A. March 21
B. September 23
C. June 21
D. December 21

Which season would Australians be experiencing on this day?

You may use the space below for notes:
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Seasons – Part 2

Average New York State Temperature by Month (ºF)

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May.

Jun.

Jul.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

31.5

33.6

42.4

52.5

62.7

71.6

76.8

75.5

68.2

57.5

47.6

36.6

1. Choose the position in the diagram below in which a person in New York State would be
experiencing April temperatures (highlighted above)..

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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2. If the tilt of Earth’s axis was decreased from 23.5° to 15°, New York State’s winters
would become
A. warmer, and summers would become cooler
B. warmer, and summers would become warmer
C. cooler, and summers would become cooler
D. cooler, and summers would become warmer

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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Look at this map of the world:

3. In which of the following months would the people of South America experience winter?
A.
B.
C.
D.

September
December
March
June

You may use the space below for notes / work:
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Appendix B. Science Practice Codes
SCIENCE PRACTICE CODES
The following science practice codes were developed using benchmarks from the Framework for
K – 12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts and Core Ideas (NRC, 2012).
P1 – Asking Questions
1. Ask questions about the natural and human-built worlds
2. Distinguish scientific from nonscientific questions
3. Ask probing questions to identify the premise of an argument, request elaboration,
or challenge the interpretation of a data set
4. Note features, patterns, or contradictions in observations and ask questions about
them
Examples:
• Wouldn’t it be June because June is the solstice day?
• A waxing gibbous is the big waxing moon, right?
• [in reference to model motion] Wait, which way is it going?

P2 – Developing and Using Models (physical and mental)
1. Construct drawings or diagrams or models as representations of events or systems.
Use these as a basis for explanation or prediction.
2. Represent and explain phenomena with multiple types of models – move flexibly
between model types when different ones are most useful for different purposes
3. Discuss the limitations and precision of a model as the representation of a system,
process, or design and suggest ways in which the model might be improved to better
fit available evidence or better reflect a design’s specifications. Refine a model in
light of empirical evidence or criticism to improve its quality and explanatory power
Example:
ES: Well, look [picks up the globe] it’s like this
MK: If it’s away [pushes globe so it has less tilt] and it moves to 15 . . .it’s going to be
warmer
CS: [holding both hands, palms facing in, somewhat circular up in front of her face]
Yeah
ES: Oh, I see . . .yeah
MK: Because the Northern Hemisphere is tilting more towards it
Example:
JT: So, it’s getting MORE illuminated . . . it’s going from almost none to . . .
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SC: Okay [addresses JM] Mr. Sun [smiles] . . . [JM turns flashlight on] It starts here [holds
golf ball in new moon position] and goes to about half, so wooooo [moves golf ball from
new moon phase to first quarter position]
JT: so . . .it would be from here to here [ traces pen over line segment in answer D] So,
D.
SC: Yup.

P4 – Analyzing and Interpreting Data
1. Analyze data systematically, either to look for salient patterns or to test whether the
data are consistent with an initial hypothesis
2. Recognize when data are in conflict with expectations and consider what revisions in
the initial model are needed
3. Use spreadsheets, databases, tables, charts, graphs, statistics, and mathematics to
explore relationships between variables, especially those representing input and
output
4. Evaluate the strength of a conclusion that can be inferred from any data set, using
appropriate grade-level mathematical and statistical techniques
5. Recognize patterns in data that suggest relationships worth investigating further.
Distinguish between correlational and causal relationships
6. Collect data from physical models and analyze the performance of a design under a
range of conditions
Example:
BH: Okay, so, no shadow is showing so it's not - Oh wait. Like you can see the light from
over here. So, all right, that's like a possible answer. [points back and forth between
answer A diagram and the model] Because see like it's dark over here with the moon…
CG: All right, go.
BH: …Okay, so, when it goes over here like [points to Moon position in answer C] and is
over here like it's both in the dark. See that? And then like over here [moves Moon ball
counterclockwise] is like light like this.
CG: Yeah.
BH: Do you see that?
CG: They're all like that.
JK: No it's not.
BH: And then over here [moves Moon ball counterclockwise] it's getting light.
Example:
EM: Look now, [holding Moon ball in waning crescent position] it’s like the …
AH: No that’s a bunch more light. /
EEM: /Yeah on the right side. [looking from space perspective, not Earth perspective]
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AH: Cause look, on this one, this one[pointing to the picture of a waning crescent from
question 2] when we used the shading it was the opposite picture of this, so it has to be
the opposite.
CG: Uh … No.
EM: Watch.
CG: No it depends. Cause look …
EM: CG, CG …
CG: Yes.
EM: Look. [AH holds Earth ball while EM holds flashlight and moves Moon ball first to
waxing crescent position, then to waning crescent position. NOTE: AH and EM are
looking at model from space perspective, CG moves to hang head over Earth ball thus
looking from Earth perspective] See now the right side is lit. The, or the, the light’s
coming from here, so now the left side is lit. Oh yeah, he is right.
CG: Wait, hold on.
EM: Let me see it …[shifts her body over closer to CG in order to look from the same
perspective]
AH: That’s only half of it…
CG: You have to hold it like this, though …[shifts flashlight position slightly]
AH: No, but cause then Sun’s …
CG: Oh yeah. [concedes] So then I guess it is C.
P6 – Constructing Explanations
1. Construct their own explanations of phenomena using their knowledge of accepted
scientific theory and linking it to models and evidence
2. Use primary or secondary evidence and models to support or refute an explanatory
account of a phenomenon
3. Offer causal explanations appropriate to their level of scientific knowledge
4. Identify gaps or weaknesses in explanatory accounts (their own or those of others)
NOTE: This practice frequently overlaps with argumentation, but argumentation requires more
of a dialogue / give and take than explanation construction (see below)
Ideal responses include (a) observational evidence from the Earth, (b) some reference to
theory, and (c) an explanation.

Example:
SC: So X would be summer, which means the Northern Hemisphere would be tilted
towards the Sun
JT: Towards… [points to correct summer position]
SC: …Towards. Because there’s the North Pole and it’s in the sunlight… so this [indicates
correct summer position] would be X, [follows in counterclockwise motion] Y, Z, Y . . .
JT: But if this [points to both spring and fall positions] were the two equinoxes…wouldn’t
this be the same amount? Like twelve hours daylight…like they would both be the same.
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SC: Yeah, that’s why they’re both “Y”
Example:
EK: Um, so to clarify … uh, [pointing to answer diagram D as he speaks] when the moon
is directly in front of … in between Earth and in the Sun … well, not as in eclipse wise …
um, it would be seen as a new moon and it would be the opposite for this here which is
a full moon.
Interviewer: Um-hmm.
EK: And, since it’s gaining light, since it rotates counter clock-wise …
Interviewer: Um-hmm.
EK: … Um before the first, um … before … the first quarter here [pointing to diagram B
answer (which is a waxing crescent)]… you will get a waxing crescent because only like a
fourth of the moon has been covered with light since half of it isn't covered with light
yet.
P7 – Engaging in Argument from Evidence
1. Construct a scientific argument showing how the data support the claim
2. Identify possible weaknesses in scientific arguments, appropriate to the students’
level of knowledge, and discuss them using reasoning and evidence
3. Identify flaws in their own arguments and modify and improve them in response to
criticism
Ideal responses include (a) an argument presented by one or more students, and (b) some
evidence of discourse or a counterargument, even if that appeared in the form of a hesitation
or a question from another student.
Example:
CS: Everything would be
ES: Be colder…
CS: No, I don’t think it would be cooler because [gestures with both hands] it’s like [tilts
hands to the left] away from… But if it’s farther away from the Sun
ES: Well, look [picks up the globe] it’s like this
MK: If it’s away [pushes globe so it has less tilt] and it moves to 15…it’s going to be
warmer
CS: [holding both hands, palms facing in, somewhat circular up in front of her face] Yeah
ES: Oh, I see…yeah
MK: Because the Northern Hemisphere is tilting more towards it
ES: Winter’s like that
CS: And what would the summers be? Cooler?
ES: Winters would become . . .
CS: Warmer, and summers would become cooler
Example:
SC: So, the percent is decreasing. . .
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JT: So, percent illumination is about like, [traces pen over graph] it’s almost . . . 60
SC: It’s almost half, so it would be here [points to answer A] because it’s going from
almost full [points to line segment on graph] to almost half [points back to answer A]
JM: Why wouldn’t it be that one? [points to D]
SC: This one’s [indicates D] is going from nothing to half.
JT: So we know it’s not D [crosses off] and you know it’s not this one [indicates C] is
going to nothing
SC: It’s decreasing and increasing, which that’s [the graph line segment] not doing
JT: And this [indicates B] is . . .
SC: It’s going from half to nothing.
JT: Yeah [pauses] So it’s A.
SC: A
P8 – Obtaining Evaluating and Communicating Information
1. Use words, tables, diagrams, and graphs as well as mathematical expressions, to
communicate their understanding or to ask questions about a system under study (I
interpret this to be STUDENT GENERATED)
2. Read scientific text, including tables, diagrams, and graphs, commensurate with their
scientific knowledge and explain the key ideas being communicated (This would have
to involve EXPLICIT communication about what a diagram or graph MEANS)
Examples:
• LI: ‘Cause it’s a full moon. ‘Cause it [graph] says … cause it says it's from … Oh, it’s from
about a hundred percent to sixty percent.
• JO: X seems to be summer.
PH: Because [points to graph] it’s at the highest temperature at noon.
JO: So X is the one where the Arctic Circle is fully lit.
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